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SPECIAL EVENTS AND ANNIVERSARIES
Over the years, Quest has covered a number of
special events, including anniversaries related
to the Sputnik launch, the first Corona flight,
the Apollo 11 lunar landing, and the Hubble
Space Telescope.

Below is a partial transcript of a special event
held at the Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum, 15 November 2000, in Washington, DC.
***

Remembering the Space Race with
Walter Cronkite

In the 1960s and early 1970s, there was an extraordinary interplay between television journalism and our
national space program to reach the Moon. The space
program provided a well-organized succession of
spectaculars, and television news provided the crucial
means to bring this historic epoch to a global audience. In the context of the Cold War and competition
with the Soviet Union, the space launches and TV
coverage took on special urgency.
The museum convened a panel of network news executives and NASA officials to discuss how they collaborated to present the Space Race for their mutual benefit and for American national interests.
Quest’s publisher was present and recorded and transcribed the conversation. The full 20+ page discussion was published in Volume 9 #3.
The panelists at this event included the following people:
* Walter Cronkite, former news anchor, CBS
* Julian Scheer, former head, NASA
public relations

* Robert Wussler, former executive producer, CBS
* James Kitchell, former executive producer, NBC
* Joel Banow, former special events news director,
CBS
* Dr. Martin Collins, curator, Smithsonian National
Air and Space Museum

** *
JAMES KITCHELL
...Having spent a little bit of time before NASA
at the Cape [Cape Canaveral, Florida], it’s interesting
that at the time that Sputnik was launched and, of
course, the failed initial attempt at Vanguard, the
space program was really tripartite, in that it was military in its origins. All three military services were
running their own programs.
Vanguard, although it was a scientific adventure,
was being done by the Navy. The Army [Ballistic
Missile Agency], with Wernher von Braun, at
Huntsville in Alabama, was running its programs of
Jupiter and Redstone [rockets] and so forth. And the

© 2020 The SPACE 3.0 Foundation Inc.
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Air Force was developing intercontinental ballistic
missiles [ICBMs]. So that was an awful lot of competition that was going on.
Coverage of the story was somewhat difficult.
It was a little bit of a cat-and-mouse game. I remember one incident before we had any agreements with
the military officials where we were trying to cover
a launch with film cameras, and the provo marshal
sent a helicopter over the top of us and stirred up the
sand around our cameras so that we couldn’t take
pictures. And I had a few incidences with my nextdoor neighbor, with some property that I had rented
down there for the purpose of covering the events.
He said, “You’re spying on the government” and
tried to keep us from going into the house.
There were a lot of things like that going on.
But ultimately, in about 1957, early 1957, mid-1957,
there was a private agreement among seven media
representatives to allow the press onto the Cape—
and it was a turnaround.
Vanguard had been a disaster. The Navy had
tried to set up a public relations event of their own
but had set up a press site off the Cape and, when it
blew up on the launch pad, nobody knew what had
happened. All they saw was a big orange ball. So it
took some time and, over a couple of years, there
were agreements to allow the press onto the Cape. It
had become an interesting story to the public, and
we moved forward in what we were doing, kind of
haltingly. And then the competition started.

WALTER CRONKITE
Jim will remember, as well, that we had no
information except what we might possibly obtain
from informants, who were among the engineering
staffs that went out to Cape Canaveral. [Our] station
wagon contained the equipment used by Cronkite
and CBS to broadcast the Alan Shepard flight in
1961. We were locked up, practically, in the little
town of Cocoa Beach. And being locked in the little
town of Cocoa Beach was very similar to being
locked in Las Vegas for a month (laughter). There
were about five bars, and we moved from one bar to
another. That was about all we had to do while we
waited for a shot, which we didn’t even know what
it was. We weren’t necessarily sure what kind of a

boost vehicle, what kind of a rocket they were going
to fire. But we hung around these bars, and when the
engineers all disappeared from the bars one evening,
we decided that there must be a shot about to take
place. This was our source of our information.
And while Jim [Kitchell], working for NBC,
hired a house, where his people could sit and look
over toward Cape Canaveral, and, perhaps, get a picture at long distance through the tight lens of a
gantry with a rocket in it, my boss, Bob Wussler,
didn’t bother to hire a house at all. He saved CBS a
lot of money, and, therefore, got promoted for it
(laughter). When the engineers disappeared, we
went out to a miserably cold, hard, natural granite
breakwater, that was the breakwater to the entrance
to the Port Canaveral canal. We, with other reporters
from other equally cheap services (laughter),
climbed out on these rocks—this was the most dangerous part of the whole space program—we
climbed out on these rocks. We perched on these
miserable rocks during cold nights, and all we had to
look at was a bright light over there at Cape
Canaveral, a couple of miles away, which we
assumed was a rocket gantry. And from which that
bright light, a rocket would rise sometime, perhaps,
during the night. It was very difficult for us, but we
could, at least, turn our backs every once in a while,
but our cameramen, our poor cameramen, couldn’t
take the chance of that rocket going off and their not
getting it. So they stood there in these cold and miserable circumstances perched on these rocks, looking through their eyepiece, their finder, for hours,
waiting for that thing to go up.
And most nights, it didn’t go up. We sat there
throughout a lot of the evenings until a very kindly
innkeeper down there, a fellow named Henry
Landsworth, who ran the Satellite, one of the hotels,
realized how we were suffering out there. As a matter of fact, he had been sending us food and sustenance of various nature (laughter). He realized that
he could help us a great deal. When the engineers
came back from the Cape and came in to drink
again, he knew that the mission had been scrubbed.
He sent a messenger out to us. He probably saved
more lives than were saved by the Red Cross in
World War II (laughter).
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ROBERT WUSSLER
There was an interesting story about Henry
Landsworth. I wasn’t going to use his name before,
but since Walter revealed his existence... Henry was
the manager of the one existing decent motel in
Cocoa Beach at that time. I remember coming up one
night, driving up from Miami, and getting to the
motel about ten o’ clock at night. The usual question
was, who’s in town.?You got this answer, well,
General so-and-so, and so-and-so from General
Dynamics, and so forth. Oh, that’s interesting, Henry.
Because that meant that there was an Atlas launch
coming up.
And I said, “Well, Henry, I’ve had a tough day;
I’m going to go to bed. Why don’t you give me a call
about seven in the morning?” And he looked behind
the counter and said, “Might be a little late” (laughter). Oh, we’re that close.
So then I said, “Well, why don’t you call me
about one in the morning?”
“A little early (laughter). Why don’t you get up
about five, and go out on the beach for a walk?”
MARTIN COLLINS
...We ought to take a look at the CBS studio
here in the back of the station wagon, at the 1961
flight of Alan (B.) Shepard (Jr.), the first US astronaut into space.
JAMES KITCHELL
It hurt. I remember it well.

MARTIN COLLINS
I don’t know whether Mr. Cronkite was in that
station wagon or not.
JAMES KITCHELL
Yes, he was.

WALTER CRONKITE
That’s another one of Bob Wussler’s. NBC had
a house, of course.
ROBERT WUSSLER
Walter was in the passenger seat.

WALTER CRONKITE
That’s not true. Wussler beat NBC at that point.
That poor NBC guy was standing out in the field,
kicking away the rattlesnakes and the water moccasins, and fighting away the mosquitoes, and
Wussler had this great idea of talking the NASA people into letting us come out with that vehicle in which
he crammed me in the back, and said, “We don’t
want any noise coming in so keep the windows up.”
It was only 140 degrees (laughter). I think he had a
favorite announcer he wanted to get in there instead
of me (laughter).
JAMES KITCHELL
We’re not going to start with the one-ups-manship here.

WALTER CRONKITE
You know, it is true, though. That is a reminder
of what we had to deal with in the early days. In the
earliest days, as I was saying a moment ago, we
didn’t get onto the Cape at all except with very special privileges, and that was for an hour under guard
or we took a quick look. We never were able to be
there for a launch of any kind under the military
regime.
But when these fellows at NASA took over,
they quickly realized that if the space program was to
get—the civilian space program—was going to get
the kind of support that it was going to have to have,
the billions of dollars through Congress, it had to
have the public’s approval, and, therefore, public
relations became a part of the game. And Julian
became part of the game.
Then we were taken out under rather severe
guards...I think the military insisted on that. We were
taken to a location where we could watch these first
launches, the Shepard launch for instance. The spot
we were taken to, they borrowed from some high
school, a junior high school I think somewhere in
Florida. The stands that they used at their baseball
games which seated, probably, twelve people, maybe
twenty-four. That was the press stand, and there were
a hundred people vying for twenty-four seats, and the
broadcasters and the cameramen were expected to
stand in the open.
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I’m not kidding about the rattlesnakes; they
were all through this [area]. As a matter of fact, it is a
nature preserve and they’re preserving rattlesnakes,
preserving them for the arrival of the press (laughter).
And this was in Florida long before the present. If we
could have recounted the snakes, we never—(laughter in reference to the 2000 Bush/Gore election count
controversy) at any rate, we were out there in the
snakes and mosquitoes. My gosh, they were thick,
and the [water] moccasins and every other kind of
four-legged beast and the wiggling beasts. But we
were in this truck there.
It’s indicative of the kinds of facilities that we
had at the beginning to the end, to tell the greatest
story of mankind, of humankind, in the twentieth

century, which was the conquest of space, from my
mind, with all of the great scientific technical
achievements; the one that’s going to live five hundred years from now in deepest minds, the date that
kids are going to remember, the date that human
beings escaped from their own environment into the
space where they’re going to be living five hundred
years from now. This was the way we started the coverage of that great adventure, standing out in that
field of prime tobacco.

***
The full 18-page transcript, including rare photos
from the CBS News Archive, appears in Volume 9 #3.
...also available as a paperback or ebook on
Amazon.com.

FROM THE ARCHIVES

A picture can be worth a thousand words.

Whether they are from researchers who submitted them as part of an article to Quest or from
research performed at SPACE 3.0’s Archives, we
come across a number of unique images. Space
history is defined by its visual imagery as much
as by that which has been written

Top right, McDonnell Aircraft workers pose with
Freedom 7 in the white room on 29 April 1961.
Below, a casual photo of astronauts Pete Conrad
and Gordon Cooper on their return from Gemini
5.
Lower right, the recovery of one of the solid
rocket boosters from the Space Shuttle.
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All photos credit: NASA

O RAL H ISTORIES
Credit: NASA

Oral histories offer primary source material
for historians and readers, providing firstperson insight and personal recollections.
Over the years, Quest has published more
than 100 interviews with people from all
types of space-related backgrounds, including astronauts, scientists, policymakers,
politicians, and artists.
***

An Interview with Michael Collins
by Michelle Kelly

Michael Collins in the Apollo Command Module trainer.

KELLY: Mr. Collins, the first question I’d like to
ask you is how you became involved in NASA
and how you became interested in it.

KELLY: I’d like to move on, then, to your astronaut
training, once you were selected. What types of
things did you do for your training?

His career with NASA lasted fewer than
seven years, but during that time Michael Collins
became part of history as command module pilot
for Apollo 11.
Collins, selected in NASA’s third group of
astronauts in 1963, also flew on the 1966 Gemini
X mission that marked the first rendezvous with
two different spacecraft in one flight. A West
Point graduate who selected an Air Force career,
Collins logged more than 266 hours in space during the course of his two flights.

COLLINS: Well, like most of the early astronauts, I
was a test pilot, and it was sort of a stair-step
process. I went to the military academy. I went to
West Point primarily because it was a free and
good education. I emphasize “free.” My parents
were not wealthy. When I graduated from the military academy, there was no Air Force Academy,
but we had a choice of going into the Army or the
Air Force. The Air Force seemed like a more
interesting choice. Then the question was to fly or
not to fly. I decided to fly. To fly little planes or
big ones? I became a fighter pilot. To keep flying
the same or new ones? I became a test pilot. And

so, you see I’ve stair-stepped up through five or
six increments then, and it was a simple, logical
thing to go on to the next increment, which was
higher and faster, and become an astronaut rather
than a test pilot. So that’s how it happened. It was
not that when I was a little kid I had aspirations of
flying to the Moon or anything like that. Actually,
I did have aspirations of flying to Mars, but not
the Moon. But the path that led me to NASA
Houston was a stair-step, you know, one little
increment at a time.

COLLINS: You mean once I got here to Houston?…
Well, you know already that what they did was
they regarded the spacecraft or the body of space
knowledge like a big apple pie, and they sliced it
up, and they gave each one of us in the astronaut
office a slice, and they said, “This is your slice.”
Mine happened to be the extravehicular
operations and space suits and that kind of stuff.
So in addition to having to learn a little bit about
a lot of things, you had to learn a lot about those
specific things, if that’s what you’re kind of driving at.
Obviously, to fly in space you have to have
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a certain knowledge of all the various aspects.
You have to know that you’re talking to the
ground via Australia and Spain and Goldstone.
You don’t have to know how those antennas work
or what frequency they’re on or how many volts
or watts or amperes or whatnots, but in general
you have to have a very wide background knowledge, I think, to do your job well.
Then in addition to that, we represented the
Astronaut Office in our own area of expertise, and
that was more difficult, I think—at least for me I
felt it was more difficult—because you were
going to meetings and saying to the engineers,
“Yes, this is what we’re going to do as a group of
astronauts. This is what is going to be reasonable
to ask us to do.”
I was trying to guess years in the future what
thirty people, myself plus the other twenty-nine in
the office—I was making commitments for that
group of thirty people for actions we would or
would not take a couple of years in the future, and
that’s kind of a scary responsibility.

KELLY: I want to know a little bit about what you
did as far as your work in the pressure suit area,
as well as the extravehicular activities.

COLLINS: Well, the newer pressure suits—not in
all cases, but in some cases, they were tailored to
my specifications. In other words, they were fitted. They were custom fitted to my dimensions
and I was a test subject for—I remember one
competition between the David Clark Company,
who had made the Gemini suit, and the ILC,
International Latex, who ultimately made the
Apollo suit, and then there was a third contender;
it escapes me right now who that was [Hamilton
Standard]. But anyway, I was the test subject for
these three competing designs, and my input was
certainly not the overriding one, but was an
important voice among that of the engineers in
terms of fit and comfort and mobility and the
other qualities that go into picking a pressure suit.
KELLY: Did you put these suits on and just make
recommendations from how it felt in doing various tests, or did you work closely with the engineers in its development from the early stages?

COLLINS: Well, yes and yes. In the particular competition that I had in mind was to pick the Apollo
suit, and it was more of a formal process where,
you know, I wore each suit for so many different
hours under identical conditions and went
through identical comparative tests, but then once
that suit was picked, and before that suit was
picked back in the Gemini program, yes, I did
work with the suit development people, and they
tried out new ideas on me, and I gave them my
feedback and recommendations to try to get a
pressure suit that was as functional and comfortable as possible. Pressure suits are weird things. I
mean, they have to do so much. They have to protect you from the temperature extremes, and they
have to protect you from micrometeorites. So
they have to be heavy, insulated, bulky, and then,
even worse than that, they have to maintain, as
their name implies, a pressure with a vacuum outside, and you’ve got to be pumped up like the tube
in your car, and that makes them very rigid, and
then all kinds of ingenious engineering devices
come into play to take something which fundamentally wants to be immobile, wants not to
change shape, like the tire on your car, and force
it to have joints at the elbows and the wrists and
the arms and the knees and the heads and the
whatevers, so that you can move around and do
whatever you have to do inside it while it still is
maintaining this rigid pressure. So to engineer a
suit properly is an extremely complicated task.
You don’t think so when you see some guy in a
suit compared to the complexities of a rocket, but
in miniature, the engineering that goes into a suit
is quite complex.
KELLY: Next, can I ask a little bit about the work
you did on EVAs, extravehicular activities?
***

The complete 11-page interview continues in
Volume 16 #2.
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***
John Glenn Preliminary MA-6 Debriefing

John H. Glenn Jr. became the first American to
orbit Earth on 20 February 1962. The following is
the preliminary debriefing report conducted aboard
the destroyer USS Noa and at Grand Turk on
February 20, 21, and 22. It begins with Glenn’s
narrative account of the flight based on the recorded debriefing onboard the USS Noa followed by
specific questions posed during the debrief. These
questions cover the time from his entering the capsule all the way to recovery and relate his experiences during the three-orbit flight to his training
along with the design of his pressure suit and capsule.
Glenn relates experiences that are taken for granted
today, but were revelations to NASA as a result of
his short flight.
***
Summary of the MA-6 Orbital Flight

There are many things that are so impressive,
it’s almost impossible to try and describe the sensations that I had during the flight. I think the thing
that stands out more particularly than anything else
right at the moment is the reentry during the fireball. I left the shutters open specifically so I could
watch it. It got to a brilliant orange color; it was
never too blinding. The retropack was still aboard
and shortly after reentry began, it started to break
up in big chunks. One of the straps came off and
came around across the window. There were large
flaming pieces of the retropack—I assume that’s
what they were—that broke off and came tumbling
around the sides of the capsule. I could see them
going on back behind me then and making little
smoke trails. I could also see a long trail of what
probably was ablation material ending in a small
bright spot similar to that in the pictures out of the
window taken during the MA-5 flight. I saw the
same spot back there and I could see it move back
and forth as the capsule oscillated slightly. Yes, I
think the reentry was probably the most impressive

part of the flight. Starting back with highlights of
the flight: Insertion was normal this morning
except for the delays that were occasioned by
hatch-bolt trouble and by the microphone fitting
breaking off in my helmet. The weather cleared up
nicely and after only moderate delays, we got off.
Liftoff was just about as I had expected.
There was some vibration. Coming up off the pad,
the roll programming was very noticeable, as the
spacecraft swung around to the proper azimuth.
There also was no doubt about when the pitch programming started.
There was some vibration at liftoff from the
pad. It smoothed out just moderately; never did get
to very smooth flight until we were through the
high g area. At this time—I would guess a minute
and fifteen to twenty seconds—it was very noticeable. After this, it really smoothed out and by a
minute and a half, or about the time the cabin pressure sealed off, it was as smooth as could be. The
staging was normal, though I had expected a more
sharp cutoff. It felt as though the g ramped down
for maybe half a second.
For some reason, it was not as abrupt as I had
anticipated it might be. The accelerometers read
one and a quarter g’s when I received a confirmation on staging from the capsule communicator. I
had been waiting for this message at that point
because I was set to go to tower jettison as we had
planned, in case the booster had not staged. At this
time, I also saw a wisp of smoke and I thought perhaps the tower had jettisoned early.
The tower really had not jettisoned at that
time and did jettison on schedule at 2+34. As the
booster and capsule pitched over and the tower jettisoned, I had a first glimpse of the horizon; it was
a beautiful sight, looking eastward across the
Atlantic.
Toward the last part of the insertion, the
vibration began building up again. This I hadn’t
quite expected; it wasn’t too rough but it was
noticeable. Cutoff was very good; the capsule
acted just as it was suppose to. The ASCS [attitude
stabilization and control system] damped and
turned the spacecraft around. As we were completing the turnaround, I glanced out of the window
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and the booster was right there in front of me. It
looked as though it wasn’t more than a hundred
yards away. The small end of the booster was
pointing toward the northeast and I saw it a number
of times from then on, for about the next seven or
eight minutes as it slowly went below my altitude
and moved farther away. That was very impressive.
I think I was really surprised at the ease with
which the controls check went. It was almost just
like making the controls check on the procedures
trainer that we’ve done so many times. The control
check went off like clockwork; there was no problem at all. Everything damped when it should
damp and control was easy. Zero-g was noticeable
at SECO [sustainer engine cutoff]. I had a very
slight sensation of tumbling forward head-overheels. It was very slight; not as pronounced an
effect as we experience on the centrifuge. During
turnaround, I had no sensation of angular acceleration. I acclimated to weightlessness in just a matter
of seconds; it was very surprising. I was reaching
for switches and doing things and having no problem. I didn’t at any time notice any tendency to
overshoot a switch. It seemed it’s just natural to
acclimate to this new condition. It was very comfortable. Under the weightless condition, the head
seemed to be a little farther out of the couch which
made it a little easier to see the window, though I
could not get up quite as near to the window as I
thought I might.
The rest of the first orbit went pretty much as
planned, with reports to the stations coming up on
schedule. I was a little behind at a couple of points
but most of the things were going right according
to schedule, including remaining on the automatic
control system for optimum radar and communications tracking. Sunset from this altitude is tremendous. I had never seen anything like this and it was
a truly beautiful, beautiful sight. The speed at
which the Sun goes down is very remarkable, of
course. The brilliant orange and blue layers spread
out probably 45° to 60° each side of the Sun tapering very slowly toward the horizon. I could not
pick up any appreciable zodiacal light. I looked for
it closely; I think perhaps I was not enough right

adapted to see it. Sunrise, I picked up in the
periscope. At every sunrise, I saw little specks,
brilliant specks, floating around outside the capsule. I have no idea what they were. On the third
orbit, I turned around at sunrise so that I could face
into the Sun and see if, they were still heading in
the same direction and they were. But I noticed
them every sunrise and tried to get pictures of
them.
Just as I came over Mexico at the end of the
first orbit, I had my first indication of the ASCS
problem that was to stick with me for the rest of the
flight. It started out with the yaw rate going off at
about one and one-half degrees per second to the
right. The capsule would not stay in orbit mode,
but would go out of limits. When it reached about
20°, instead of the 30° I expected, it would kick
back into orientation mode and swing back with
the rate going over into the left yaw to correct back
to its normal orbit attitude. Sometimes, it would
cross-couple into pitch and roll and we’d go
through a general disruption of orbit mode until it
settled down into orbit attitude. Then yaw would
again start a slow drift to the right and the ASCS
would kick out again into orientation mode. I took
over manually at that point and from then on,
through the rest of the flight, this was my main
concern. I tried to pick up the flight plan again at a
few points and I accomplished a few more things
on it, but I’m afraid most of the flight time beyond
that point was taken up with checking the various
modes of the ASCS. I did have full control in flyby wire and later on during the flight, the yaw
problem switched from left to right. It acted exactly the same, except it would drift off to the left
instead of the right. It appeared also that any time I
was on manual control and would be drifting away
from regular orbit attitude for any appreciable period of time that the attitude indications would then
be off when I came back to orbit attitude. I called
out some of these and I remember that at one time,
roll was off 30°, yaw was off 35°, and pitch was off
76°. These were considerable errors and I have no
explanation for them at this time. I could control on
fly-by-wire and manual very adequately. It was not
difficult at all. Fly-by-wire was by far the most
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accurate means of control, even though I didn’t
have accurate control in yaw at all times.
Retrorockets were fired right on schedule just
off California and it was surprising coming out of
the zero-g field that the retrorockets firing felt as
though I were accelerating in the other direction
back toward Hawaii. However, after retrofire was
completed when I could glance out the window
again, it was easy to tell, of course, which way I
was going, even though my sensations during
retrofire had been that I was going in the other
direction.
I made retrofire on automatic control.
Apparently, the solid-on period for slaving just
prior to retrofire brought the gyros back up to orbit
attitude, because they corrected very nicely during
that period.
The spacecraft was just about in orbit attitude
as I could see it from the window and through the
periscope just prior to retrofire. So I feel that we
were right in attitude.
I left it on ASCS and backed up manually and
worked right along with the ASCS during retrofire.
I think the retroattitude held almost exactly on and
I would guess that we were never more than 3° off
in any axis at any time during retrofire.
Following retrofire, a decision was made to
have me reenter with the retropackage still on
because of the uncertainty as to whether the landing bag had been extended. I don’t know all the
reasons yet for that particular decision, but I
assume that it had been pretty well-thought-out and
it obviously was. I punched up .05g manually at a
little after the time it was given to me. I was actually in a small g-field at the time I pushed up .05g
and it went green and I began to get noise, or what
sounded like small things brushing against the capsule. I began to get this very shortly after .05g and
this noise, kept increasing. Well before we got into
the real heavy fireball area, one strap swung
around and hung down over the window. There
was some smoke. I don’t know whether the bolt
fired at the center of the pack or what happened.
The capsule kept on its course. I didn’t get too far
off of reentry attitude. I went to manual control for
reentry after the retros fired and had no trouble

controlling reentry attitude through the high-g area.
Communications blackout started a little bit before
the fireball. The fireball was very intense. I left the
shutters open the whole time and observed it and it
got to be a very, very bright orange color. There
were large flaming pieces of what I assume was the
retropackage breaking off and going back behind
the capsule.
This was of some concern, because I wasn’t
sure of what it was. I had visions of them possibly
being chunks of heat shield breaking off, but it
turned out it was not that.
The oscillations that built up after peak g
were more than I could control with the manual
system. I was damping okay and it just plain overpowered me and I could not do anymore about it. I
switched to aux damp as soon as I could raise my
arm up after the g pulse to help damp and this did
help some. However, even on aux damp, the capsule was swinging back and forth very rapidly and
the oscillations were divergent as we descended to
about 35,000 feet. At this point, I elected to try to
put the drogue out manually, even though it was
high, because I was afraid we were going to get
over to such an attitude that the capsule might actually be going small end down during part of the
flight if the oscillations kept going the way they
were. And just as I was reaching up to pull out the
drogue on manual, it came out by itself. The
drogue did straighten the capsule out in good
shape. I believe the altitude was somewhere
between 30,000 and 35,000 at that point.
I came on down; the snorkels, I believe, came
out at about 16,000 or 17,000. The periscope came
out. There was so much smoke and dirt on the
windshield that it was somewhat difficult to see.
Every time I came around to the Sun—for I had
established my roll rate on manual—it was virtually impossible to see anything out through the window.
The capsule was very stable when the antenna section jettisoned. I could see the whole recovery system just lined up in one big line as it came
out. It unreeled and blossomed normally; all the
panels and visors looked good. I was going
through my landing checkoff list when the capsule
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communicator called to remind me to deploy the
landing bag. I flipped the switch to auto immediately and the green light came on and I felt the bag
release. I was able to watch the water coming
toward me in the periscope. I was able to estimate
very closely when I would hit the water. The
impact bag was a heavier shock than I had expected, but it did not bother me.
INTERVIEWER: Did you have any problems with
pressure points, stiffness, ventilation, etc., during
the countdown?

GLENN: I had no particular pressure points out of
the couch, no stiffness. It seemed that after I had
been on my back for several hours I had a spot
about across the shoulder blades that, while it’s not
extremely tender, is an area you realize has more
pressure on it than any other part of your back. I
remember after the five-hour session up there on
my back the day we scrubbed, the next day I had a
little spot across the same section of my back that
felt a little different but that is not a real pressure
point. The ventilation was adequate. I was comfortable.
The temperature during the launch count was
cool and I intentionally wanted to cool on down as
much as I could at that time. Along about the last
20 minutes of the count I was beginning to get too
cool. By the time I started calling for them to warm
things up a little bit, they couldn’t change the freon
flow; I had waited too long on that one. So I just
exercised two or three times to pep things up a little
bit and then I was very comfortable.

INTERVIEWER: Comment on the length of the
prelaunch period.

GLENN: I do not know exactly how long we were
up there this time prior to launch. As I recall I got
in the capsule about 6:05, was on my back, back in
the capsule, from then until we launched at 9:47, a
total of three hours and 42 minutes. There wasn’t
any problem with this time period. The shorter we
can keep it the better, of course, but I think I was

still in very good condition and was not fatigued to
an extent that would affect any of my operations.

INTERVIEWER: Do you feel you had sufficient training in prelaunch operations directly involving you?

GLENN: Yes, after all the counts we have been
through, all the practices on the pad, the simulated
flights, and the launch simulations, I think I have
been adequately trained.
INTERVIEWER: Was the ground checkout procedure
with the Control Center capsule communicator and
other MCC operators satisfactory? Were you satisfied that MCC operators were happy with the T/M
measurements at liftoff?

GLENN: Yes, if we were to repeat this flight right
now, I cannot think of anything I would want to
change in the checkout procedure with the Control
Center. The fellow in the capsule does not particularly want to get involved in all the workings of the
Control Center. He doesn’t need to. And I would
just as soon keep all extraneous things that you’re
not particularly interested in off of the circuits to
the capsule. Go ahead and check communications
and let the fellow in the capsule have as much
spare time as you can. Don’t give him a makework program because he has a lot of things he
would like to review such as the checklists on the
panel and the flight data cards.

***
The full 13-page conversation, including several
rare photos, appears in Volume 16 #1.
It has also been made available by
SpaceHistory101.com Press as a book/e-book on
Amazon.com: John Glenn Jr.—Debriefed.
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HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT

Human spaceflight covers a broad range of
subject matter from selecting and training the
astronauts to designing and executing the
missions; not to mention the politics, policies,
and lives of those involved.
***

A Pinpoint Landing on the Moon
by Andrew T. Baird

General (Samuel) Phillips gave Howard W.
“Bill” Tindall a task that at the outset seemed next
to impossible.16

The landing of Apollo 12 at a specific place
on the Moon required a clear target at which to aim.
The site selection committee for Apollo considered
a number of factors before making the decision that
Apollo 12 should attempt to land next to an
uncrewed lunar probe, Surveyor III, which had
landed in April 1967 in the Ocean of Storms on the
western face of the Moon. A former program manager for Surveyor suggested the probe as a target
and as a source of information on the effects of
long-term exposure to the space environment.
Although NASA scientists had unanimously rejected the site as geologically uninteresting, Phillips
saw the advantage of the Surveyor site as a clear
and undisputable demonstration of a pinpoint landing capability.17

The Apollo 12 crew consisted of astronauts
Charles (“Pete”) Conrad Jr., Richard F. Gordon Jr.,
and Alan L. Bean. It was Conrad’s job as mission
commander to fly the lunar module, Intrepid, to a
landing on the lunar surface with Bean’s assistance.
Gordon would continue to orbit the Moon in the
command module, Yankee Clipper. The goal was to
land Intrepid within walking distance of Surveyor
and allow the crew to inspect it and return specific
parts to Earth.18
Tindall wasted no time in laying out the

issues involved in a pinpoint landing. His
Tindallgram of 1 August 1969, followed what he
described as a three-day mission techniques “free
for all.” The five-page memo, titled “How to Land
Next to a Surveyor—a short novel for do-it-yourselfers,” laid out the problems that needed attention
if the flight was to achieve its goal.

The techniques used in the Apollo 11 mission
were not adequate for making a pinpoint landing.
However, radical changes in flight computer software or lunar descent techniques were not possible
before the launch of the mission, nor was it desirable. Before receiving analysis results for the
Apollo 11 landing, and thus understanding what
had caused the landing site errors, Tindall was not
willing to believe that the next mission would be
any more successful at hitting its aiming point. He
summed up his estimate of the possibility by writing, “I would guess that we will probably be able to
land within about 1 mile of where we aim. If we
land within walking distance, it is my feeling we
have to give most of the credit to ‘lady luck.’”19

The problem of landing on the Moon
revolved around weight. There was only so much
weight that rocket boosters could lift off Earth and
send on its way to the Moon. Maneuvering a spacecraft in orbit was not an easy task. An orbit around
a celestial body was essentially a freefall in a vacuum, which meant that radical changes in the plane
of an orbit cost dearly in terms of fuel. Carrying
more fuel meant more weight, eventually exceeding the capacity of the spacecraft. The aim was to
put the spacecraft into an orbit along the same
plane on which it would land. This way the lunar
module used less fuel, because it did not have to
maneuver out of that plane. During the final phase
of landing, with the fuel level reaching a critical
point, the lunar module could not hover or spend
time searching for the correct landing site. In planning for a pinpoint landing, Tindall was restricted
in the maneuvers possible by either the command
module or the lunar module.
Thus, the descent techniques already devel-
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oped for the Apollo missions were not open to
much change.20

One question that required an answer before
work could begin centered on the location of
Surveyor III. Mission planners were almost certain
they knew the location of the probe based on a
comparison of photographs from the Lunar Orbiter
mapping satellites with those taken by Surveyor
itself. It sat on the slope of a large crater, which
meant that during the descent of Apollo 12 it would
lie in a shadow and thus not be visible to the crew.
Rather than targeting the crater itself, the choice of
a landing site northeast of Surveyor allowed for the
possibility that the astronauts would overshoot the
landing site and wind up downrange of Surveyor.21

The major problem in accomplishing a pinpoint landing was determining the precise trajectory of the lunar module as it orbited the Moon prior
to landing. Without this knowledge, it was impossible to know the exact position of the lunar module
and thus correct its landing track. The Moon has an
irregular gravity field, which made it difficult for
conventional navigational equipment to determine
the exact location of a spacecraft in orbit. Large
concentrations of lunar mass, known as mascons,
buried just below the lunar surface gave the Moon
this gravitational irregularity. Tindall came to refer
to them as those “big damn lumps of gold.”
Another mission planner described them as raisins
in a giant raisin bread. Since trajectory planning
required knowledge of all the forces acting on a
spacecraft, mascons were extremely troubling.
Irregularities in the gravity field would cause the
spacecraft to fishtail or make other unwanted
motions, referred to as velocity perturbations.
These motions were not perceptible to the crew.
The effect of the mascons on the trajectory
increased as the lunar module descended to the surface of the Moon. At the time of Apollo 12, limited
mapping of the Moon’s gravitational field hampered the creation of accurate gravitational models.
The models, as they existed, became part of the
hardwired programming in the Apollo guidance
computer.22

The effect of this in relation to a pinpoint
landing accounted for some of the error in hitting
the aiming point. Unwanted velocity imparted on
the space vehicle could produce large downrange

errors. A one foot per second change in the speed,
altitude, or attitude of the lunar module in the last
orbit before landing could disrupt the landing trajectory by as much as 20,000 feet. Just such small
changes had partly caused Apollo 11’s downrange
error in the Sea of Tranquility.23

As the Apollo 11 lunar module undocked
from the command module before the lunar
descent, the tunnel between the two spacecraft had
not been fully depressurized, leaving a small
amount of air. When undocking, the residual pressure from this air pushed the lunar module away,
causing a slight increase in the speed of the vehicle.
Unnoticed at the time, this speed created part of the
downrange error.24

Other maneuvers by the lunar module were
also capable of changing the trajectory. A visual
inspection of the lunar module after undocking by
the command module pilot required a 360° yaw by
the lunar module. Tindall and his team decided to
eliminate this maneuver for Apollo 12, unless there
was some indication of trouble from the lunar module’s instrumentation. Another source of unwanted
motion resulted out of an effort to protect an essential component of the spacecraft.
During maneuvers before undocking, the
astronauts deactivated one of the command module
reaction control thrusters due to its tendency to
overheat the lunar module’s steerable antenna.
Since the thrusters were not firing equally, it caused
a slight velocity change for both spacecraft.25
Another issue causing changes in the trajectory was the venting or dumping of fluids out of the
spacecraft. Some of these events were controllable,
such as the dumping of urine from the waste disposal system. Other events were not as easily controlled.

The fuel cells onboard both spacecraft created
water as a byproduct, which vented overboard
automatically. Because any of these events could
cause unwanted motion in the vacuum of space,
they were more than simply annoying when it came
to planning a pinpoint landing. One of Tindall’s
memos early in the pinpoint landing planning
process addressed the problems of unwanted vents.
His 28 August 1969 Tindallgram, titled “Vent, bent,
descent, lament!,” called on spacecraft contractors
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to identify and eliminate all sources of unauthorized vents. With typical Tindall style he noted, “I
just cannot believe that in this day of great technological achievement we have to put up with spacecraft which make maneuvers we don’t want.”26

Investigation of the problem by Grumman
Corporation, the primary contractor for the lunar
module, found that automatic venting from the
vehicle could produce an estimated 0.25-pound

PROPOSED BUT NOT FLOWN

One of the most fascinating aspects of the
space program is largely ignored. History is
said to be written by the victors, so proposals
from missions and activities that never flew or
that never received funding are generally lost
to time.

In the Volume 19 #4 issue of Quest, researcher
Paul Carsola provided details and blueprints
for Boeing’s proposed Lunar Excursion
Module (LEM), the contract of which, of
course, went to Grumman.
***

thrust, which could possibly cause a 6,000-foot
error in landing. Tindall noted that, “if this data is
right, we are in deep trouble with a capital S.”27
***

The complete 9-page article on the Apollo 12 pinpoint landing can be found in Volume 14 #2.

Boeing’s Proposed
Lunar Excursion Module
by Paul Carsola

On 11 July 1962, NASA announced its decision to rely on a lunar orbit rendezvous (LOR)
mission as the mode Apollo would use to land
men on the Moon.1 By choosing LOR, it created
the requirement for a separate spacecraft whose
sole purpose was to land two crewmen on the
Moon and return them to lunar orbit, for rendezvous and transfer to the command service
module (CSM). Two weeks later on 25 July,
NASA invited 11 firms to submit proposals for the
lunar excursion module (LEM). Of the eleven
invited, nine submitted proposals—Lockheed,
Boeing, Northrop, (LTV) Ling-Temco-Vought,
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Grumman, Douglas, General
Republic, and Martin Marietta.2

Dynamics,

Boeing’s Team Leader
By 1962, Boeing had chalked up a
respectable amount of experience in the design,
manufacture, and management of advanced aerospace programs: the B-52 bomber, X-20 DynaSoar space plane, BOMARC missile, and the
Minuteman missile programs.
Boeing assigned Harlowe J. Longfelder as
LM program manager, a 20-year veteran of Boeing
who had considerable management and engineering experience. In the 1950s, he led Seattle’s
Aerodynamics staff during the design and development phase of the B-52G and 707/KC-135, and
was in charge of studies of nuclear and chemically
propelled supersonic aircraft.
Later as director of Systems Engineering,
chief of Preliminary Design, he began directing
research on manned and unmanned boost-glide

space systems leading to the X-20 Dyna-Soar. He
also directed R&D efforts for ballistic missile systems that led to the development of the Minuteman
missile.
During 1958 and 1959, Boeing lent
Longfelder to the Department of Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA),
where he served as an advisor and consultant. At
ARPA, he chaired the Recoverable Booster
Committee, and worked on the Discoverer and
Samos space programs. He also served as a technical liaison between NASA and ARPA for Project
Mercury.
He returned to Boeing in 1959 and began
directing research and design studies of large rocket boosters, leading to the Saturn S-1C proposals.
He later went on to work on the X-20 Dyna-Soar
program, Minuteman missile program, and managed Boeing’s Advanced Space System’s work on
lunar mission studies, space rendezvous and
manned reentry vehicles.
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Boeing’s LM Design Specifications
Following NASA’s 25 July 1962 invitation
for proposals, and Longfelder’s selection as program manager, his team went to work. By
September 1962 their design was finalized.3 They
decided on a two-stage LM vehicle configuration
that stood at 19.3 feet tall and weighed 22,445 lbs.
The decision to proceed with a two-stage
configuration was based on several factors.

- Having two separate stages simplified development. Design, manufacture, testing, and transportation could all be done separately for each
stage.
- The inherent safety factor in having two
propulsion systems allowed separate abort
propulsion during descent, hover, and landing.

- The elimination of propellant line disconnection during lunar launch or abort, which would
have been required for a stage-and-a-half configuration.

- The total engine burn time of descent and
ascent, limited by the amount of ablative cooling
material in the nozzle, could be shared between
two engines.

Structure
Each stage was designed as a conical monocoque structure of 2024 aluminum alloy. The
landing, or descent, stage consisted of the landing
engine, four propellant tanks, two helium pressur-

ization tanks, and the touchdown system, all
attached to the central cone of the stage. The
touchdown system consisted of four fixed, nonfolding legs, which utilized crushable honeycomb
filled cylinders for landing energy absorption. The
lunar launch, or ascent stage, consisted of the
launch engine, four propellant tanks, and two helium pressurization tanks, attached to the lower
cone structure of the stage.
On top of that was attached the crew compartment, a conical structure fabricated of 2219
clad aluminum alloy. The crew compartment had
two hatches.
The top docking hatch was for crew transfer.
It utilized a 30-inch diameter, flexible tubular passageway that would slide into a bell-shaped receptacle in the nose of the Command Module. The
lunar egress hatch was located on the left of the
crew compartment.
Propellant
Both stages used the hypergolic propellants
nitrogen tetroxide and a 50/50 mix of hydrazine
and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH).

***
The complete 8-page article, including blueprints
from Boeing’s LEM proposal, appears in Volume
19 #4.
The author previously discussed Convair’s Apollo
Lunar Excursion Module proposal in Volume 13 #4.
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MILITARY SPACE
Quest has covered the military space sector of
the United States, the Soviet Union / Russia,
and other nations. Considering the once classified nature of many of these activities, authors
have provided Quest’s readers with remarkable
insight into programs as well as the policies,
politics, and rationale that drove them.
On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the
CORONA spy satellite program, Quest offered a
special single-topic issue featuring multiple
articles discussing the program. An excerpt
from one of the articles is below.
***

What We Officially Know: Fifteen Years of
Satellite Declassification
by Jeffery A. Charlston

Fifteen years ago Quest published an important two-part article on the first declassification of an
American reconnaissance satellite program.1 With
considerable fanfare the Central Intelligence
Agency’s Center for the Study of Intelligence (CSI)
had just introduced the world to the CORONA family of imagery satellites, and thus began lifting the
veil of secrecy on space-based espionage.
The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO),
an organization whose very existence had been
declassified fewer than three years earlier, supported and supplemented the CIA’s May 1995 celebration.
In 1995 the NRO remained largely unknown
to the general public. The organization had been
secretly chartered by the CIA and Department of
Defense in September 1961 to centralize management of CORONA and other overhead reconnaissance activities, remaining classified for the next
31 years. Details about satellite intelligence programs and the organization created to manage them

have been gradually released during the last 15
years. What has slowly become evident is that, successful as they were, the first two generations of
US imagery satellites were compromises between
available technology and an ultimate goal of nearreal time intelligence production.
Declassification of US reconnaissance satellites began with CIA Director Robert Gates’ 1992
launch of an openness program and parallel expansion of CSI, the Agency’s history office.
By July 1993, CSI Director David Gries had
convened an interagency working group to discuss
the complex changes in regulations, revised security controls, and the Freedom of Information Act
implications involved in the first detailed disclosure of American space-based espionage. This
proved to be a formidable challenge.
Relaxing the security surrounding even antiquated intelligence satellites required action from
the White House. President William “Bill”
Clinton’s Executive Order (EO) 12958, issued on
22 February 1995, instructed the director of
Central Intelligence (DCI) to declassify imagery
from “the spacebased national intelligence reconnaissance systems known as the CORONA,
ARGON, and LANYARD missions.”
While not specifically addressed by the president, compliance with his order also required the
declassification of considerable information about
the systems that collected the imagery. This presented the intelligence community with a number
of challenges.
Even senior declassification analysts had no
experience preparing records of satellite programs
for public release, and the order to do so ultimately
preceded the development of clear declassification
guidance. The records in question contained “code
words, cover details, financial information, and
human or communications intelligence, or discussed targets in sensitive areas of the world” in
addition to all the potentially sensitive technological complexities expected of rocket science.
Government declassification programs as a
whole remained in their infancy, not addressed by
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Clinton’s EO 12958 until 17 April 1995. But the
CIA and NRO successfully met their self-imposed
deadline for initial public disclosure despite these
significant organizational challenges.2
Most national security contributions of
CORONA and the other orbital reconnaissance
platforms remain classified. Indeed, the lack of
such revelations and the slow pace of declassification in general often make it difficult to understand
what, exactly, the government is still protecting.
But the original declassification of CORONA
included at least one indicator of these systems’
worth. Senator John F. Kennedy campaigned for
the presidency on a platform that decried the existence of a missile gap favoring the Soviet Union,
placing the United States at a grave disadvantage in
any standoff. Faced with a demand to withdraw
from West Berlin shortly after assuming office,
President Kennedy was able to call the Soviet bluff
because CORONA had conclusively proven that
the nuclear balance overwhelmingly favored
America.3
Such revelations remain rare. The story of
America’s space-based espionage programs has,
however, continued to emerge since CORONA’s
unveiling.
The steady release of documents through the
automatic declassification process and Systematic
Declassification Reviews established by EO
12958, and Freedom of Information Act and
Mandatory Declassification Reviews initiated at
researcher request has allowed the public to learn
more of the justification behind President Lyndon
B. Johnson’s 1967 assessment.
We’ve spent thirty-five or forty billion dollars on the space program. And if nothing else
had come of it except the knowledge we’ve
gained from space photography, it would be
worth ten times what the whole program cost.
Because tonight we know how many missiles
the enemy has way off. We were doing things
we didn’t need to do. We were building things
we didn’t need to build. We were harboring
fears we didn’t need to harbor.

The pages that follow summarize what the
NRO has officially revealed about its satellite programs, using the most thorough declassified histo-

ry of NRO activities and a publicly available version of the NRO’s declassification guide. That
history is Robert Perry’s multivolume A History
of Satellite Reconnaissance, completed more than
36 years ago with the support of the NRO’s
Program A. Presumably additional works, using
more recent historical methodologies, still await
declassification.4 Considerable primary source
information falling within the broad scope of the
events described in this article is now available
through the NRO.
Several authors have labored to expand on
these official declassifications through careful
analysis of unofficial sources. David Waltrop’s
“Critical Issues in the History and Historiography
of U.S. National Reconnaissance,” appearing
elsewhere in this issue [Volume 17 #3], provides a
summary of their efforts and those of the few official government historians that have published
unclassified works of interest.
Genesis
America’s spy satellites emerged from the
military’s post-World War II partnership with commercial enterprises, particularly a think tank established by the US Army Air Force through the
Douglas Aircraft Company. In 1946, Project
RAND proposed a multistage satellite rocket in its
very first report, Preliminary Design of an
Experimental World-Circling Spaceship.5 This
concept developed into RAND’s 1954 Project
Feed Back Report, which recommended that the
Air Force begin development of a reconnaissance
satellite.
Orbital reconnaissance appeared to offer one
solution to the intelligence challenges of the growing Cold War.6 The analysis proved convincing
enough that the Air Force accepted the proposal,
contracting Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company to develop just such a vehicle in 1956.7
Notably, Perry ascribes this decision to Air Force
concern that the Navy might otherwise launch the
first satellite.8
The pivotal Air Force effort had borne the
undistinguished designation Weapons System
(WS) 117L since the Air Research and
Development Command translated the ongoing
RAND studies into its own developmental program
in January 1954. Focused more on theoretical pos-
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sibilities and intelligence potential than the still
unknown engineering challenges that lay ahead,
the program’s concepts included the fundamentals
for all subsequent reconnaissance satellites. Its
approach included both electronic intelligence
(ELINT) and imagery intelligence (IMINT) capabilities in a single family of systems. Despite its
great promise, WS-117L also faced the immediate
difficulty of a presidential administration emphasizing a “space for peace” position and strict limits
on defense expenditures.9
Declassified documents clearly indicate that
budgetary restraint did not prevent the program
from achieving remarkable results. In addition to
the nascent CORONA system, WS-117L eventually evolved two other elements.
An infrared sensor system, intended to detect
ballistic missile launches, was eventually designated as MIDAS (Missile Defense Alarm System).
This system developed into the Defense Support
Program (DSP), and then into the Space-Based
Infrared System (SBIRS) that continues today.10
CORONA’s other sister within the WS-117L
blanket was to be identified as SENTRY, later
renamed SAMOS.11
The WS-117L elements destined to become
SAMOS developed to contain two different types
of payload: F, or “ferret,” ELINT systems designated F-1 through F-4 and IMINT payloads designated E-1 through E-6. The ferret systems were
intended to collect radar emissions and identify
radar sites.12
Relatively little additional information about
the ferret systems has been released, but their
intended mission appears to have been identical to
that of America’s first reconnaissance satellite.
GRAB and POPPY
Independently initiated by the Navy in 1958
and approved by President Dwight Eisenhower in
1959, fewer than 200 people knew the details of
Project TATTLETALE’s development. The satellite first launched into space on 22 June 1960 with
a different name, riding with the Navy’s TRANSIT
II navigation satellite. This proved the Air Force’s
earlier concern justified, as a rival service preceded
it into space with an intelligence mission. Identified
to the public as the Galactic Radiation and
Background (GRAB) experiment, the small sphere

included an unclassified experiment to measure
solar radiation, named SOLRAD, together with the
highly classified radar detector.13
From its polar orbit, GRAB could monitor the
entire globe revolving beneath it. Superficially the
small satellite did not appear much different from
the Soviet Union’s original Sputnik. Its transmitter,
however, was more than the automated 1957 beacon. On detecting a Soviet air defense radar, GRAB
relayed a corresponding signal to one of a series of
Earth Satellite Vehicle huts stationed around the
globe.
Those huts operated under the control of the
director of Naval Intelligence, coordinated by the
NRO after its establishment. Their function, like
GRAB’s, proved deceptively simple. They recorded the ELINT satellite’s signal onto magnetic tape
and couriered that recording back to the Naval
Research Laboratory, which in turn sent copies to
the National Security Agency (NSA) and Strategic
Air Command (SAC) for analysis. This allowed
SAC to locate Soviet air defenses and refine the
Single Integrated Operating Plan for any potential
nuclear strike, and helped the NSA to detect Soviet
use of radars suitable for ballistic missile
defense.14
Only two of GRAB’s five attempted missions
between June 1960 and April 1962 are considered
successful. GRAB soon developed into a successor
program, POPPY, that collected radar emissions
from both Soviet air defense radars and naval vessels. POPPY 1 launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base on 13 December 1962, and the program
continued until POPPY 7 ceased operations in
August 1977.15
Little else has been declassified about US signals intelligence satellites. GRAB’s existence
remained classified until the intelligence community had time to adapt to the release of CORONA.
The descendants of the SENTRY/SAMOS ferrets,
GRAB, and POPPY still remain cloaked in secrecy.

***
The full 8-page article continues with sections on
WS-117L, Corona, the National Reconnaissance
Agency, ARGON, LANYARD, and MURAL.
Additional articles and interviews related to the
CORONA spy satellite program can be found in
Volume 17 #3.
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SOVIET / RUSSIAN SPACE HISTORY
One cannot tell the story of the first half
decade plus of the space industry without
focusing on the efforts of the Soviet Union
and later that of Russia. Over the years,
Quest has published dozens of articles
including cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova’s
memoirs (submitted by her directly and in
English for the first time), a multipart article
on Soviet intelligence satellites, and a document called the “missing link” that answered
the question of what really happened during
the final hours of the tragic Soyuz-1 flight.
Below is an excerpt from an article written
by Gherman Titov’s friend.

Cosmonaut Number Two
by Yuri Dokuchayev

The year was 1961. Yuri Gagarin became the
first person to orbit the Earth in space. His standin was Gherman Titov. That same year, Titov
spent 24 hours away from the Earth in a state of
weightlessness. What was it like to be number
two? How did the two men get along? Gagarin is
gone now. He died in a plane accident during a
routine training flight. Only Titov is left to tell
the story.

Through his friend, writer Yuri Dokuchayev, the
relationship between the Soviet Union’s first two
cosmonauts is explored.

***
In the fall of 1962, the first two Soviet cosmonauts, Yuri Gagarin and Gherman Titov, spent
their vacation in the Crimea together with their
chief and mentor Nikolai Kamanin, who invited
me to join them for a week. One warm, beautiful

evening after Yuri and Gherman turned in,
Kamanin proposed that we take a stroll through
the park. We had been walking a few moments
before he stopped suddenly and said, “I hear that
you and Gherman are going to write a book. I
think you should know that he too had been
selected to be the first man to go into outer
space. Only when it was a sure thing that
Gagarin would be the first to orbit the Earth did
Titov take second place.
“You may wonder why Gagarin was chosen
to be the first and Titov the second,” Kamanin
continued. “Today, just as it was a year ago,
there are still many blank spots in the psychological aspect of a person’s flight into space.
“Yuri is a remarkably stable individual, and
his flight answered the most crucial question at
that time: Could a human being be launched in
space and return to Earth unharmed? It was our
opinion that he should be followed by an individual with a completely different personality,
someone who was emotional. I would even go so
far as to say someone extremely emotional, but
certainly someone who was in the first group of
candidates for the flight. In short, the individual
had to measure up to the same demands as
Gagarin. He had to be courageous, knowledgeable, and be in perfect shape. Titov measured up
on every count.
“Actually, his role in the space program
was far more important and valuable than that of
just a formal substitute. Gherman was to make
Gagarin’s unique breakthrough routine space
research.
“I wouldn’t say that Gagarin is completely
unemotional, but in Titov, emotion is just below
the surface.”
Kamanin was silent for a moment. Then he
smiled and continued, “Here’s an example for
you. The moment we arrived, Gherman practically scoured the nearby area. A week ago he
came down from the mountains all scratched up.
His shirt was torn and bloody. I asked him
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whether he had been fighting with a tiger. He
laughed and said, ‘No, I just didn’t want to be
late for lunch. I was at the top of that mountain
and realized that our hotel was right under me, a
mere 200 meters or so. If I had come down the
road, it would have been more than seven kilometers,’ he said, ‘so I came straight down.
Although the side of the mountain was almost
vertical, it was overgrown with bushes and small
trees, and I could easily grab onto them. It took
me no more than 15 minutes to climb down.’”
More than once I caught myself involuntarily watching the relationship between Gagarin
and Titov—to be exact, the attitude of number
two toward number 1. It was a most intriguing

Personal Recollections

We knew it was coming. Within days of
my initial visit to FTD [US Air Force Foreign
Technology Division], on 12 April 1961, Major
Yuri Gagarin was launched into space for a single orbit of Earth. He landed safely back on
Soviet soil after a mission duration of 108 minutes. I was to meet this charismatic Soviet two
years later in Florence, Italy, during one of the
international space symposiums there. We greet-

INTERNATIONAL SPACE

Space is more than just the activities of the
United States or Russia. To fully capture the
history of spaceflight, one must consider
other national programs, their key players,
politics, and goals.

***

study because Gherman knew and felt that during selection Lady Luck had smiled on him and
he could well have been the first man in space.
But it was Gagarin who became the trailblazer.
How would an emotional man feel under the circumstances?
The more I watched the two, the more I
rejected the idea of envy. There was, however, a
healthy rivalry between them. But it was impossible to detect even the slightest rift in their personal relationship.
***
The complete 4-page article can be found in
Volume 16 #3. An article regarding the circumstances of the death of Yuri Gagarin also appears.
ed each other. He reminded me of Al Shepard—
you just had to like that smiling face. The Soviet
Union had scored another resounding success.
The world had not been the same since Sputnik 1.

Dr. Duane “Doc” Graveline
Apollo Scientist-Astronaut (Class 4, 1965)
Zero-gravity medical expert
[From Volume 18 #2]

The Israeli Space Program1
by Deganit Paikowsky

The Israeli space program was established in
the early 1980s. Only seven years later, on 19
September 1988, Israel demonstrated its capability to launch and develop satellites by successfully
launching Ofeq-1 (Horizon) into space.2 This
national achievement marked Israel’s entry into
the exclusive “space club.” Israel became only the
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eighth state to have launched satellites, an impressive achievement for a small state.
The establishment of the Israeli space program was motivated primarily by Israel’s security
needs (mainly needs for early warning), and its
desire for self-sufficiency in cutting-edge technologies. Israeli decision-makers concluded that
Israel should have and was capable of developing
a national capability to launch, develop, and operate satellites.
This article outlines and examines the history of the Israeli space effort since the early days of
the Space Age up to the first Israeli launch into
space in the late 1980s. It consists of five parts.
The first part provides an overview of the main
episodes related to space issues in the late 1950s
and 1960s. The second part depicts the 1973 Yom
Kippur War as a turning point in the history of
Israel, in general, and its space effort, in particular.
The third part portrays the role of the negotiation process on the peace treaty with Egypt as
one of the main factors leading Israel to initiate an
indigenous space program. The fourth part analyzes the role played by key political figures.
Finally, the fifth and last part discusses the launch
of the first satellite in the late 1980s.
The Early Days 1957-1973: Can There Be an
Israeli Sputnik?

The seeds of the Israeli space effort were
sown in the early days of the Space Age. Israeli
decision-makers and local media admired the successful launch of Sputnik in October 1957.3 A few
days after the launch, on 21 October 1957, David
Ben-Gurion, Israel’s first prime minister and minister of defense, spoke of Israel’s national security
situation at the opening of the 1957 fall session of
the Knesset [Israeli Parliament]. In his speech,
Ben-Gurion expressed his admiration for this
great scientific achievement and pointed out that
this event intensifies the tension between East and
West and carried implications for the Middle East
as well.4
“There are many who attribute this
remarkable technological achievement with
political and military significance, but it is

impossible not to congratulate the Russian science and the Russian people on this great act,
which reveals the enormous capacity of
almost no limit of the human spirit to reveal
the secrets of nature, and opens maybe, a new
era of man’s control of the cosmic space…As
a man who has no scientific or technological
authority I will not take upon myself to judge
whether the Russian satellite flew aloft, has
political or military significance, or not. But as
a member of the Jewish people, scattered all
over the world, representing a small country,
which makes superhuman efforts to build
itself and absorb tens of thousands of refugees
who flock to her from around the world—I see
a worsening tensions in our region with great
concern.”

Several months later, while visiting [the
Authority for the Development of Armament]
Rafael, Ben-Gurion wondered whether such capability was in reach of Israeli industries. Rafael’s
officials replied it would be possible within twenty years.5 The reaction of Rafael’s engineers to
Ben-Gurion’s question is an example of the overall Israeli attitude to challenges of this kind.
However, a national space effort was not initiated.
In 1960, the Israeli Academy of Science and
Humanities established the National Committee
for Space Research—responsible for research and
educational projects in Israel as well as for relations with similar institutions and organizations
abroad. However, it did not serve as a national
space program.
The Political Launch of Shavit-2
The only national effort in the field of space
at that time was the launch of the Shavit-2 sounding rocket6 in July 1961. The launch took place as
part of a “small-scale space race between Israel
and Egypt and was used to show Israel’s superiority over Egypt and to boost Israeli morale.”7 At
the time, Egypt had recruited German missile scientists to boost its missile program. The Egyptian
plans for missile development raised fear in Israel.
In order to calm the population, it was decided to balance the situation and sustain Israel’s
deterrence by making sure that Israel would be the
first to demonstrate such capability.8 “In the back-
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ground of the launch of our ‘political rocket’ was
the desire to stay ahead of the Egyptians and deny
them the political, psychological, and morale benefits, especially in the eyes of other Arab states,”
explained Rafael’s first General Director Meir
(Munya) Mardor, which developed the rocket.9
Ben-Gurion was present at the launch site
along with other government officials.10 In a
statement to a Haaretz [Israeli daily newspaper]
correspondent, Ben-Gurion later asserted that
Israel’s launching of Shavit-2 had no military significance. He said he viewed the matter as a great
scientific achievement for Israel, which indicated
the scientific abilities of Israel’s young scientists
and showed what they could achieve in the
future.11 The following quote from an Israeli
media in Arabic is an example of Israel’s interpretation of the event:
“Israel, which is 13 years old and has
accomplished more than what other countries
have achieved in centuries, would not remain
backward in the open field of science…and
will spare no effort to stand on the same level
with the countries whose scientific achievements speak for them….”12

The launching of Shavit-2 was a scientific
and technological achievement. Nevertheless,
another twenty years would pass before a national
space program would be established.
During these years, several attempts were
made by scientists and officials to push for a
national research program that would include a
satellite, but none of these plans matured.
The earliest initiative was presented to the
Space Committee by Dr. Jonathan Mass of Rafael
on 31 October 1965. Mass is considered one of
the founding fathers of the Israeli reconnaissance
satellite.13 Mass submitted a proposal for discussion by the Space Committee headed by Prof.
Ernest Bergman.14 The proposal stated four goals
of space research.15
1. Integrate Israel in the overall world space
effort and make an original Israeli contribution.

2. Advance Israeli knowledge by original
research and development.

3. Make practical use of satellites and rockets
for civil use.

4. Use space research for security needs and
international policy goals.
Mass also stressed that a launch of an Israeli
satellite would probably bring much international
prestige and national pride to the State of Israel,
and might be timed according to international
considerations so as to maximize benefits.16
Mass was ahead of his time. His initiative
was not accepted, but he continued to push for it,
and in 1980 was responsible for the feasibility
study to develop an indigenous satellite and
launcher by Rafael. This time, a national space
program was established as described below, but
the development was eventually carried out by
Israel Aerospace Industries Ltd. [IAI] and not by
Rafael.17
In the mid-1960s there was another interesting initiative, which this time came from Europe.
Prof. David Abir, a member of the Academic
National Committee for Space Research, recalls
being approached by senior officials at ESRO18
and ELDO19 with the idea that Israel would join
the European space effort as a member of these
organizations. Prof. Abir reported back to the
committee. His report was met with much enthusiasm and interest by other committee members.
Despite efforts made by the chairman of the committee, Prof. David Ernest Bergman, to push for
Israeli membership in ESRO and ELDO, the
Israeli government did not approve this initiative
and did not allocate the needed funds. Back then,
the young state of Israel had other more acute
needs to deal with.20
***
The full 8-page article continues in Volume 18 #4.
The issue also contains an interview with Ilan
Ramon, an Israeli astronaut who died in the crash
of Space Shuttle Columbia, as well as efforts by
an Israeli forensic crime scene investigator to
reconstruct Ilan Ramon’s diary from the pieces
gathered across the Texas landscape.
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TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENTS
The capability required to launch humans
and machines into space, as well as execute
remote missions in hostile environments,
requires cutting-edge technology and innovation. The history of space cannot be told
without the history of the technology that
fueled it.
***

The Ring That Ruled Them All: The
Saturn V Instrument Unit and the
Development of Automated Spaceflight
by Nick LaCasse

After hours of systems checkout, the “go
for launch” for Apollo 12 was set at 11:22 a.m.
EST. The humid air of that November morning
created the necessary condensation for an electrically charged plume of smoke to billow from
the Saturn V’s first stage on ignition.
At thirty-six seconds after launch the first
of two bolts of lightning struck the vessel. The
discharge led to noise in the air-to-ground radio
at the Mission Control Center in Houston. At
fifty-two seconds after launch the second lightning bolt hit the Command Module, this time
scrambling the signal being sent to ground stations as well as knocking out the auxiliary electrical power to the eight-ball and computer
inside the vessel. Startled, all three astronauts
looked at the Emergency Detection System waiting for the abort button to illuminate.1
Flight Controller John Aaron at the Control
Center recognized the confusing data on the
screen and recommended that the SCE to AUX
switch be flipped.2 Lunar Module Pilot Alan
Bean seemed to be the only member of the crew
aware that such a switch existed and on executing the command turned everything back to normal, except for the platform, which couldn’t be
realigned until orbit. This near-catastrophic

event, just months after the monumental Apollo
11 flight, demonstrated a unique relationship
between astronaut and engineer, computer and
craft, and the difference between automated and
human-controlled spaceflight.
Many attribute the success of the Apollo 12
launch to Aaron and Bean; however, behind the
man was the machine. The Saturn V instrument
unit was the silent hero of that day, working
flawlessly and unaffected by the lightning.
This article is an investigation of the engineering and development of the instrument units
that controlled all Saturn IB and Saturn V launch
vehicles. It is a triumphant story of innovation
that ties together industry, government, and technological progress in an era of massive transition. More broadly, it evaluates how technoscience transformed spaceflight in the latter half
of the 20th century. The instrument unit (IU)
evolved directly from the German guidance systems of the V-2, and without it the Saturn V
would be unpredictable and dangerous.
The military-industrial-academic complex
developed the necessary technologies for the
instrument unit to exist, through which we see
the structured relationships between science and
technology at the Huntsville, Alabama, Marshall
Space Flight Center. It is a case study that
explains the technological progress of automated
flight and the inertial guidance systems of the
Apollo era. Although the use of the IU was shortlived, its historical significance is still felt
today...
Following the end of World War II in
Europe, the engineers of the German V-2 were
quickly brought to the United States through
Operation Paperclip.10 Taken to Fort Bliss,
Texas, and the White Sands Test Facility, New
Mexico, these engineers developed and redefined the new American missile program. In
1950, many of these engineers, led by von
Braun, were relocated to the Army’s Redstone
Missile Ordinance Division near Huntsville,
Alabama, on Redstone Arsenal. This 52-square-
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mile facility was designated the home of the
Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) in
1956—utilizing the staff that was already present—to develop more accurate and farther reaching missile systems during the escalating nuclear
arms race.
While the German team started with a
crude rotating mass in the A-2, their first operational missile to be controlled by inertial means
was with the V-2, which they called the A-4.11
Comprised of two free gyroscopes, control
potentiometers, pendulums, and servo-motors,
the LEV-3 was the first of two inertial guidance
designs.
However, its reliability and accuracy were
limited due to gyro inaccuracy, wind forces, as
well as its central location. A major shift in the
center of gravity tended to inaccurately point the
missile. The second system, although never
used, upgraded to three gyros, a stabilized platform, and a timed tilt program. Charles Stark
Draper of MIT Laboratories attributes the creation of inertial guidance to the Germans. Draper
wrote that, “beyond doubt, credit for the realization of inertial guidance belongs to the
Peenemünde group of German scientists who
developed the V-2.”12 These two designs contributed to the creation of inertial guidance and
the beginning of the Saturn V story.
Because the measurement of velocity as
well as the deviations from the desired attitude
and trajectory is the key to inertial guidance, gasbearing gyroscopes and accelerometers were
introduced into a three–axes system. Based off
of Fritz Mueller’s work on the V-2, the alignment pendulums used for setting a fixed point on
the internal gimbal were replaced with a theodolite which increased the accuracy of the
Redstone and Jupiter missiles.13 Using the Delta
Minimum principle (standard trajectory), which
senses deviations from the precalculated trajectory, such as misalignment, the missile could be
returned to the preset conditions.14 However, the
limited capacity of this principle did not make a
good guidance system in terms of spaceflight.
Other arms of the military were developing
new guidance systems for nuclear weapons
delivery systems, such as Thor, Atlas, and
Vanguard, but it was the Redstone missile’s ST-

80 Stable Platform (manufactured by the Ford
Motor Company) that bridged the gap between
missile guidance and spaceflight systems.
Although the early ST-80—and eventually the
ST-90—still followed the Delta-Minimum principle, it also had an iterative guidance mode
(IGM) built into its analog computers.
To satisfy the requirements for attitude and
path control in a continuously changing environment, IGM used sensors that continuously
checked the solutions to the precalculated trajectory against the real-time conditions as it
approached a target. In a simplified case, when
the real-time conditions begin to closely match
the precalculated trajectory, the IGM simplifies
the guidance equations so that errors from realtime conditions are eliminated, relieving the
dependency on the computations.15 The guidance mode was conceptualized by Walter
Haeussermann—a second-wave emigrant from
Germany to Huntsville and the future director of
the Marshall Astrionics Laboratory. After his
team completed the calculations, it was turned
over to analog computation division led by
Helmut Hoelzer to implement its design into the
analog computer system. A lingering fear with
human spaceflight guidance equations was if the
trajectory deviated severely from the equation or
if the system was inactive for a period of time
such as the Apollo mission required, would the
guidance system be able to realign or recalculate
a new optimal flight path? As the complexity of
mission requirements increased, the determination that computers—not machines—were going
to be a driving force of Marshall’s eventual rocket designs. Marshall received help from the Air
Force and commercial industry with the development of Titan’s ASC-15, the first digital computer used for spaceflight.
Comprised of resistors, transistors, and
capacitors designed by IBM Federal Systems
Division in Owego, New York, and manufactured by AC Spark Plug, the ASC-15 computer
showed how the Space Race—fueled by undertones of the nuclear arms race of the 1950s—
brought commercial industry in to design and
develop automated equipment for spaceflight.16
In an early attempt at chronicling the evolution
of spaceflight computers, historian James
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Tomayko stated that the computer on the Titan II
contained many firsts. Among these firsts were
new ferrite core memory (onboard computer),
full silicone semiconductors, a digital (binary)
operating system, and glass delay lines.17 The
digital operating system increased calculation
speed while the drum memory’s rotation
increased access to installed programs.
Before the use of rapid access memory
(RAM), the Titan II used drum memory that used
a synchronous motor spinning at around 6,000
rotations per minute to contact 58 tracks.18 Each
track could hold 1,728 bits of information. For
the Titan II, instruction words were 9-bits long
and data was stored in 27-bit words. The problem with drum memory was that it took too long
to access stored data because it had to complete
a full rotation each time before accessing new
data. Additionally, as the contact points wore
down mechanical fatigue increased flaws in its
closed system.
Nevertheless, a new Path Adaptive
Guidance program on the ASC-15 was the same
used on the Saturn V and solved the major fears
of guidance systems engineers.
Instead of using the previously explained
Delta-Minimum principle, the Launch Vehicle
Digital Computer (LVDC) used a combination of
Polynomial Path Adaptive (PGM) and Iterative
Guidance Modes (IGM).19 The benefit of PGM
is that it can compute a new trajectory from any
real-time deviation. When in a situation that it
would be illogical or even impossible to return to
the standard trajectory, the PGM can create a
new economically effective path by accessing a
large family of precalculated trajectories stored
in its memory. This was extremely effective due
to the unpredictability of the initial boost phase
end point of the Saturn V.20 Delta Minimum
would have worked for the initial boost phase,
but because it would need to transfer to another
guidance mode it was illogical to use. IGM
allowed for longer and more complex missions
with less preflight computations and was thus
implemented.21
The instrument unit had to control navigation, guidance, environmental control (coolant
plates that ran methanol-water to mediate overheating of the installed components), telemetry,

and communications.22 Measuring 1 meter high
and almost 7 meters in diameter, the ring was
assembled by three 120–degree sections of thinwalled aluminum alloy bonded over a 1-inch
thick aluminum alloy honeycomb. The IU contained over fifty-seven components and weighed
a hefty 4,400 lbs. when assembled.23 The most
prominent instruments in the IU were the Inertial
Platform (ST-124M); Launch Vehicle Digital
Computer (LVDC); Launch Vehicle Digital
Adapter (LVDA); and Flight Control Computer
(FCC). Its primary role was to accurately guide
the launch vehicle into parking orbit and again
into trans-lunar injection. Following translunar
injection, the IU controlled an auxiliary propulsion system to hold the S-IVB stable during
transposition and docking with the lunar module.
Seen as an overly sophisticated ICBM, the automated functions of the IU created a larger problem as to who retained control during flight.
While accuracy of initial boost phase depended
on automated systems, the former test pilots preferred control over the vehicle.
The future of spaceflight increasingly
depended on automated machines that took control of the craft away from the humans inside.
Even after separation, when astronauts had the
ability to manipulate the spacecraft, the controls
were mediated through the onboard computers.
Some of the major reservations about having
humans control the launch vehicle included limited vision, the ability to manipulate viewing and
computing instruments, high g-loads during
boost, weightlessness, noise and vibration, suit
limitations, and spacecraft motion. These issues
limited human ability to navigate the spacecraft
during launch, thus a fully automated system
was needed.24 The debate between who should
control the launch vehicle still continues. In a
2014 symposium about the experience of spaceflight, astronaut Robert “Hoot” Gibson argued
that for a mission to be successful, humans had
to have control over the launch vehicle. His
experience with the STS program is evident;
nevertheless, former Astrionics Laboratory
Director Brooks Moore told Hoot that he had no
idea what he was talking about.25 The primary
issue was of data acquisition. During the Apollo
program, manual navigation left room for error
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while automated calculation allowed for unpredictable failures and inaccessibility to impromptu navigation.
Marshall was given the task to mediate this
debate. For the Saturn V, as with earlier programs, the Marshall team leaned heavily on the
side of automaticity instead of giving control of
the vehicle to the astronauts.
The German engineers at Marshall knew
much about the guidance programs and propulsion systems needed to send a rocket to space,
but they knew little about the digital computers
necessary to control the complex system designs
of the Saturn V.
Because IBM was the largest manufacturer

of digital computers to the US government, von
Braun requested that a consulting team be sent to
Huntsville for the design of the IU digital computer.26
In 1964, IBM sent a team of 200 engineers
to Huntsville; many still reside there.
***
The complete 15-page article can be found in
Volume 22 #3.

CHARTS AND IMAGES
Quest articles feature images and graphics to help tell the story.

The following appeared in Volume 24 #2,
Ed Durbin’s article, “Navigation for Apollo.”
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COMMERCIAL SPACE
Entrepreneurs and billionaires, such as Elon
Musk, Jeff Bezos, and Richard Branson, are
investing vast sums on new space vehicles. In
recent years, venture capitalists and angel
investors have funded hundreds of ventures,
all hoping to get a piece of the several hundred-billion-dollar business known as space.
What many do not realize is that commercial
space activities are not new. Private communications ventures started in the 1960s, and
over the past fifty plus years, a range of businesses have been launched to offer everything from telecom services, high resolution
imagery, and global positioning devices to
new launch rockets, space tourism opportunities, and commercial space stations. Many
of these stories still remain to be told. The
pages of Quest have featured stories about
the Industrial Space Facility, Geostar
Corporation, and George Koopman of
American Rocket Company, to name a few.
The following article deals with the birth of
satellite communications—AT&T and the
Telstar spacecraft.
***

Telstar and the Birth of Satellite
Communications
by David Whalen

A half-century after Telstar I, the bestknown early description of communications
satellites is still that of Arthur C. Clarke in 1945.
His letter to the editor of Wireless World in
February 19451 resulted in an invitation to write

an article for the magazine, which appeared in
the October 1945 issue.2
Clarke’s article cited Hermann Noordung’s
(Hermann Potočnik) Das Problem der
Befahrung des Weltraums, which had referred to
24-hour orbits 20 years earlier. Although Clarke
may have led the way, of greater impact was the
work of John Robinson Pierce.
Science fiction was Pierce’s introduction to
electronics and space. After earning a PhD at
Caltech, Pierce became a senior scientist/engineer/manager at AT&T’s Bell Telephone
Laboratories. His interest in science fiction led
him to write an article on space communications
for the March 1952 Astounding Science Fiction
titled “Don’t Write; Telegraph” under his pseudonym, J.J. Coupling. His article—and that of
Clarke—may have been influenced by having
read George O. Smith’s “QRM Interplanetary” in
the October 1942 Astounding. Smith’s story
described the Venus equilateral system, which
used three satellites spaced 120° apart to maintain communications between Earth and Venus.
In 1954, as a science-fiction author, Pierce was
invited to give a talk on space to the Princeton
section of the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE).
He chose to talk about satellite communications—a subject which was “in the air” at the
time.
His talk, later published,3 posed, possibly
for the first time, the choices that would have to
be made: passive or active satellites, low Earth
orbit (LEO) or geosynchronous (GEO), attitude
control, and position control. Pierce provided
mathematical analyses that suggested that almost
all of the possibilities would work, but that some
would be better than others. Not least of all—
Pierce provided an estimate of the worth of such
a system: one billion dollars! Years later he
learned that George Brown and Loren Jones of
RCA had written enthusiastically about geosynchronous communications satellites—unfortunately they wrote only in their lab notebooks.4
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***
In late 1964, after successful launches of
the Telstar, Relay, and Syncom experimental
satellites, and prior to the launch of the COMSAT/INTELSAT Early Bird, James E. Webb, the
NASA administrator, asked his staff: “How did
we get so much communications satellite technology for so little money?”5 The conventional
wisdom has portrayed this event, or series of
events, as a technology transfer success story in
which NASA developed communications satellite technology, and the Communications
Satellite Act of 1962 made it possible to efficiently “spin off” this technology to the private
sector.
The answer to Webb’s question and a revision of the conventional wisdom might be found
in the multibillion dollar business of telecommunications.
As early as 1954, John R. Pierce of AT&T
was able to compare communications satellites
to submarine telephone cables and ask, “Would a
channel 30 times as wide [as TAT-1] be worth...a
billion dollars?”6 Compared to the then under
construction TAT-1 (Trans-Atlantic Telephone #1)
submarine cable technology (36 telephone channels for $36 million), a 1,000 telephone-channel
satellite would have been worth $1 billion.
At the close of the 20th century, satellite
communications revenues were larger than the
entire NASA budget. Most of the world’s population has access to satellite television. The global
village has become a reality. NASA apologists
cite this as an example of the returns to investments in NASA. But was AT&T the real source
of the technology and economic analysis that led
to today’s ubiquitous satellite communications?

***
In contrast to government support of rocketry, almost all of the basic inventions relating to
communications satellites themselves originated
in industry, primarily at AT&T’s Bell Telephone
Laboratories (BTL). Studies of the properties of
semiconductors led to the discovery of the transistor (1947) and the solar cell (1953), as well as
improved diode rectifiers. Vacuum tube technology was well-established at BTL and included
most of the development process of the travel-

ing-wave tube.
Perhaps more important, AT&T had a need
for a high-capacity transoceanic communications link. They could profit from satellite communications.
By 1 October 1957, all the technologies
necessary for satellite communications had been
“invented.” No communications satellites had
been “flown,” but scientific and military payloads had flown in aircraft, missiles, balloons,
and sounding rockets. No launch vehicle had put
a satellite into orbit, but a wide variety of rockets
were immediately available and higher performance rockets were being tested. All that remained
was to “demonstrate” these technologies and to
compare the different innovations that had been
discussed in the technical literature. Industry saw
the need for expanded and improved transoceanic telecommunications services and had the
funds to develop such services. But the seeds of
government intervention had also been sown: the
Space Race was part of the Cold War and AT&T
was more and more seen as an arrogant monopolist.

Post-Sputnik
In a 1968 book, Pierce wrote that: “The
necessary spurs to concrete action [on communications satellites] came with the successful
launching of Sputnik I by the USSR on 4 October
1957, and the launching of Explorer I by the
United States on [3]1 January 1958.”7
The launch of Sputnik was followed by a
flurry of activity in many areas—including satellite communications. By the end of 1960,
Hughes had built a prototype communications
satellite and AT&T had built prototype subsystems.
AT&T had already spent tens of millions of
dollars of its own private funds. Hughes had
spent a few million dollars—the other companies
had probably spent somewhere between hundreds of thousands of dollars and a few million.
A congressional staff report covering the hearings on the 1958 Space Act creating NASA, had
a section labeled “The Economic Payoff.” The
contents of this section seem to emphasize meteorology, but Wernher von Braun is quoted as
saying, “I am convinced that certain applications
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of space technology will have very valuable
payoffs. Particularly the communications satellite.”8
***
In early March 1958,9 John R. Pierce and
Rudolf Kompfner of AT&T, independent inventors of the traveling wave tube, saw a picture of
the shiny 100-foot sphere that William J.
O’Sullivan of NACA Langley Research Center
was proposing to launch into space for atmospheric research. It reminded Pierce of the 100foot communications reflector he had envisioned in 1954. The recent invention of the
maser amplifier made reception of very low
power reflected (passive) communications signals more practical than it had been in 1954.
Pierce visited NACA Langley to confirm his
understanding of the sphere and by the end of
the month was discussing the project (later
named Echo) with NACA’s Hugh Dryden in
Washington. Later that summer (July), Pierce
and Kompfner participated in an Air Force–
sponsored meeting on communications at
Woods Hole, Massachusetts. They were unimpressed with the plans of the Air Force, which to
them seemed unrealistic. While there, Pierce
met William H. Pickering of JPL, who had
received his PhD from Caltech the year before
Pierce. The three engineers discussed among
themselves the possibility of launching a
sphere, such as O’Sullivan’s, for communications experiments. Pickering volunteered the
support of JPL (which eventually resulted in use
of the JPL Goldstone station as the West Coast
station for Echo). To support this plan,
Kompfner and Pierce wrote a paper,10 which
they presented at an Institute of Radio
Engineers (IRE) Communications at the Lisner
Auditorium of George Washington University
in Washington, DC, on 6-7 October 1958.11
In early January of 1959, John R. Pierce
was preparing an internal brief, soliciting major
AT&T support of satellite communications
R&D and preparing for meetings with NASA.
ARPA and DoD were not interested in his plan
to bounce signals off balloons in orbit, but
NASA was—especially since it was already
committed to launching balloons to study
atmospheric density.

Pierce estimated his funding needs for
1959 as one million dollars, with larger amounts
in succeeding years. On 9 January, the AT&T
team met with NASA management, and concluded an agreement: NASA would be responsible for building and launching the Echo balloon,
JPL and AT&T would be responsible for building communications facilities12 and running the
Echo experiments.13
***

Congress held two days of hearings, 3-4
March 1959, on “satellites for world communication.”14 John R. Pierce of AT&T/BTL made
the second presentation at the hearings. He
briefly mentioned the planned NASA balloon
reflector experiment and the 24-hour orbit satellite, but most of his presentation and the supplementary statement addressed the technologies
required to build satellite communications systems—especially AT&T advances in these technologies. Pierce stressed that in their current
work they were combining the low-noise maser
with a “low noise” (very directive) horn antenna.
The 20 ft. x 20 ft. horn antenna AT&T built
for Echo in 1960 would later be used to discover
the cosmic microwave background radiation in
1964. For Telstar, AT&T was building a 60-foot
horn antenna at Andover, Maine. In 1959, a few
dozen AT&T engineers, scientists, and technicians were working on satellite communications, of whom about one-quarter were full
time.15
AT&T, as the world’s largest communications company, clearly felt that it should lead
this endeavor.
***

The complete 22-page article can be found in
Volume 19 #4.
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Image from the SPACE Business & Commerce Archives. A lunar
mining operation, as envisioned by NASA in the 1990s.
Credit: Pat Rawlings / NASA
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As soon as Komarov’s death was announced,
conjecture and rumors quickly filled the vacuum
created by the lack of hard information. Stories
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to cursing the engineers and designers—but none
of this, of course, was ever confirmed.
In 2018, an official copy of the Soyuz-1 Onboard
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T HE S PACE S CIENCES AND P LANETARY E XPLORATION
When it comes to the history of spaceflight,
uncrewed flights, such as robotic space missions and planetary exploration, are an important part of the story. Featured here are two
examples.

The first excerpt was written by former NASA
Headquarters Chief Historian and Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum Historian
Roger Launius. In it, he tackles not just the history of NASA’s quest to find life in the solar
system but also deftly addresses the political
and philosophical nature behind why we
explore.
The second is a short passage from a two-part
article featuring an insider account of the
Galileo mission and the comet ShoemakerLevy 9 impact on Jupiter.
***

Not Too Wild a Dream: NASA and the
Quest for Life in the Solar System
by Roger Launius

The Era of Disillusionment
At least by the Viking landings in 1976 it
began to be seen that the prospects for discovering
extraterrestrial life had been oversold. Planetary
scientist and JPL director Bruce Murray complained at the time of Viking about the lander
being ballyhooed as a definite means of ascertaining whether or not life existed on Mars. The public
expected to find it, and probably so did many of
the scientists, and what would happen when hopes
were dashed? Murray argued that “the extraordinarily hostile environment revealed by the Mariner

flybys made life there so unlikely that public
expectations should not be raised.” Carl Sagan,
who fully expected to find something there,
accused Murray of pessimism. Murray accused
Sagan of far too much optimism. And the two publicly jousted over how to treat the Viking mission.
Murray, as well as other politically savvy scientists
and public intellectuals, argued that the legacy of
failure to detect life, despite billions spent on
research since the beginning of the Space Age and
over optimistic statements that a breakthrough was
just around the corner, would spark public disappointment and perhaps an outrage manifested in
reduced public funding for the effort.25
SETI, the search for extraterrestrial intelligence, although activities in that arena had been
less expansive and without significant funding, had
also proven disappointing, at least for some
observers and politicians.26 The surveys undertaken had yielded nothing, and the formal NASA program suffered an enormous set of attacks from certain members of Congress and it was terminated in
the early 1990s. Despite the rationality of the Drake
equation, despite the impeccable theoretical basis
on which the sky searches were structured, despite
a wonderful major novel by Carl Sagan about SETI
in which contact is made, Congress decided to kill
SETI in 1993. The “giggle factor” was too high,
according to those in senior leadership positions at
NASA, when certain members of Congress were
cutting the federal budget. This program, small and
poorly defended and without any success whatsoever to show for its effort, was an easy target.
Senator Richard Bryan of Nevada led the
effort to end what he called ‘’The Great Martian
Chase” and announced gleefully when he had been
successful that “As of today, millions have been
spent and we have yet to bag a single little green
fellow. Not a single Martian has said take me to
your leader, and not a single flying saucer has
applied for FAA approval.”27 The Washington
Times headline for the story of SETI’s demise was
“Giggle Factor Helps SETI Project to Contact
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Aliens.” While the Times did not speak for the
majority of Americans, its sarcastic tone was probably representative of the opinions of many who
viewed SETI as yet one more wasteful expenditure
even less justifiable than the $700 hammers and
$150 toilet seats that received such media attention
in the 1980s.28
Bryan represented one in a long line of congressional skeptics who had attacked the quest for
extraterrestrials since the Viking landings. For
example, in a famous criticism, New York
Congressman Ed Koch, before he became mayor of
New York City, summed up the feelings of many:
“I just for the life of me can’t see voting for monies
to find out whether or not there is some microbe on
Mars, when in fact I know there are rats in the
Harlem apartments.”29
The efforts undertaken during this era of disillusionment were notably modest and unusually
difficult to gain significant approval for, but it did
not end them altogether, and some within NASA
championed them above all else. For instance,
James C. Fletcher, NASA administrator between
1971 and 1976 and again in 1986-1989, was enthusiastic about the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. His Mormon faith explicitly asserted the
existence of life on other planets. In a June 1830
revelation, Joseph Smith Jr., the founding prophet
of Mormonism, described an encounter between
Moses and God in which Moses was told about the
enormity and populousness of the Universe. In this
supposed revelation, God told Moses the following:
And worlds without number have I created;
and I also created them for mine own purpose;
and by the Son I created them, which is mine
Only Begotten. And the first man of all men
have I called Adam, which is many.

But only an account of this Earth, and the
inhabitants thereof, give I unto you. For behold
there are many worlds which have passed away
by the word of my power. And there are many
also which now stand, and innumerable are they
unto man; but all things are numbered unto me
for they are mine and I know them. 30

Established early on as a part of the Mormon
faith, therefore, was the idea of a plurality of
worlds inhabited by other beings.

Fletcher was committed to the ideas
expressed in Mormon religion and emphasized the
belief that humans were not alone as intelligent
beings in the universe. He was interested in the
probability of finding other civilizations in space
and commented on it repeatedly. For example, “It
is hard to imagine anything more important than
making contact with another intelligent race. It
could be the most significant achievement of this
millennium, perhaps the key to our survival as a
species.”31 More recently Fletcher remarked that
“intelligent life on other planets around other suns
is a likely possibility” and he saw it as critical that
NASA look for it. He added, “The public’s misconception is that they don’t realize how real a possibility such intelligence is.” He calculated at one
point that the universe probably has five billion
worlds capable of supporting life as humans understand it, and that NASA had a responsibility to seek
them out. On another occasion he expressed his
belief that NASA should prosecute one of the
“more adventuresome undertakings, such as communicating with other intelligent life in the universe and establishing colonies in space–perhaps
before the end of this century.”32
Accordingly, while at NASA Fletcher supported as important agenda items efforts to search
for life beyond Earth. For instance, he emphasized
the astrobiological aspects of Viking. Most people
are also aware of the gold disks affixed to the
Voyager spacecraft that were explicitly designed to
tell other intelligent beings that life existed on
Earth. Finally, he supported the official SETI program, which NASA was involved in with several
partners to use radio-telescopes to comb the skies
for any signs of broadcasting from beyond Earth.
None of these activities, Fletcher would have been
quick to point out, were pie-eyed “space cadet” initiatives. They were moderate scientific attempts
that cost little either in terms of time or resources
and could yield potentially incredible results. To
date, however, in contrast to some popular conceptions that argue about government conspiracy to
keep contact with extraterrestrials a secret, these
efforts have not registered any contact.33
Such activities tended to oversell the possibilities for extraterrestrial life and its discovery. The
result was overarching disinterest, and in some
cases distrust of those making the claims, on the
part of the public. “Something wonderful is about
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to happen,” says the voice of Dave Bowman
in the motion picture 2010: Odyssey Two, and like
Bowman, scientists interested in this subject said it
far too often, and with too much certitude. Political
scientist Howard E. McCurdy makes the case in
space policy that there must be a close linkage
between the belief system of the public, the possibilities claimed, and the returns on public investment. With the issue of extraterrestrial life, the
public expected to find something. This expectation was fueled by enthusiasm for discovery
offered by scientists and NASA officials. Failure

to deliver on those expectations, fueled as they had
been by official pronouncements, fostered disillusionment and ultimately with distrust.”34
Couple this with an overarching suspicion of
government officials that began to emerge in the
late 1960s and early 1970s and the result was genuine difficulty for the effort to discover extraterrestrial life.
***
The complete 8-page article and footnotes can be
found in Volume 6 #3.

Flying in Deep Space:
The Galileo Mission to Jupiter

three of you can work on this cometary stuff.”
Gounley called the S-L 9 decision “a classic case of
tension between engineers and the scientists—engineers have to be the realists and recognize the limitations of the machines. But in this case the engineers were just as excited as the scientists to try figuring out how to do this, and in fact they were looking at the hardware and seeing more limitations
than the Project Manager even knew about.”29
Management surely understood all the engineering arguments against using Galileo. Tal Brady
recalled,

by David Clow

Claudia Alexander was a newly minted PhD
from Michigan on her first JPL assignment when
[the] Shoemaker-Levy 9 [comet] invited itself to
Galileo’s party. She recalled,
“I remember the meeting where we were all
told, ‘we’re not going to do this S-L 9 thing
because we’re going to focus on getting ready
for Jupiter.’ And I remember being a junior
member of the team saying, ‘Uh, you know, I
hate to disagree with the project manager (PM),
but this is a one-time opportunity and we don’t
know what the benefits will be; it seems that we
can take a little time to do what can be done to
gather data from this.’ I remember my own nervousness, this being my first time engaging the
PM. Fortunately for me, Torrence Johnson
stepped up, and he articulated the scientists’
point of view. The PM conceded after a day or
so, provided that we all continue doing the readiness exercises for orbital entry. We had to absorb
the extra workload.”28

Robert Gounley, then systems lead on
Galileo’s Orbiter Engineering Team, remembered it
likewise, “On the engineering side I saw the same
thing—we were getting beaten about the head and
shoulders to get ready for probe release, get ready
for orbital deflection maneuver, get ready for
Jupiter orbital insertion—and oh by the way, two or

“Whether it supported S-L 9 data capture or not,
the spacecraft computer systems had to be
reprogrammed to allow atmospheric probe data
collection and Jupiter orbit insertion in the
absence of a functional high gain antenna. The
uploading of these new programs was scheduled to start in January 1995, with no postponements allowed. Some of the people and equipment involved in developing these new programs would be needed to support S-L 9 software sequences and updates. There would be
schedule impacts.”30

“There were some late nights about [that decision],” Mission Design Manager Robert Mitchell
agreed.

***
The 32-page, two-part insider account of the
Galileo mission and the Shoemaker-Levy 9 comet
impact on Jupiter appeared in Volume 20 #4 and
Volume 21 #1.
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B EHIND -THE -S CENES S TORIES
There are a number of stories and personal
insights that rarely make it into official histories. Like all people, the astronauts, engineers, scientists, and those around them had
hobbies, other interests, and enjoyed a good
joke.
***

Rocket Men in Their Rocket Ships
by Tim Keenan

Clad in their glimmering silver suits, they
represented America’s hopes of winning the space
race. Shepard, Grissom, Glenn, Carpenter, Schirra,
Cooper, and Slayton were cold warriors, heroes,
astronaut-star voyagers.
From the time they were announced to the
world in 1959 until the publication of Tom Wolfe’s
The Right Stuff, Americans soaked up the carefully
constructed public relations campaign that depicted the astronauts as adult Boy Scouts. They really
were a bunch of overachievers who were just as
competitive in their spare time as they were soaring through the heavens.
After hundreds of hours of training in their
tiny, confined Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo spacecraft, these military test-pilots-turned-nationalidols needed a release. That often meant letting off
a little steam behind the wheel of an open-top,
high-performance sports car.
The car of choice was usually a Chevrolet
Corvette. On 5 May 1961, Alan Shepard became
the first American and the second human being in
space aboard Freedom 7.
Long before his entry into the space program, Shepard was fashioning a reputation for
himself as “Mr. Corvette.”
Shepard first got interested in cars at the age
of 14, with the prospect of a driver’s license on the
horizon. “I always enjoyed fast cars and fast airplanes,” Shepard said, “but I was leaning more
toward aviation at that time.”

A Naval aviator with the moxie it took to
land a jet fighter on an aircraft carrier bobbing
around in the middle of the ocean, Shepard’s
aggressive nature seemed to be a perfect match
with the power and styling of the early Vettes.
His first was a 1953 model, which he bought
in 1954 for $1,500 from his father-in-law. “He
drove it for about a year, but my mother-in-law
decided that was not the kind of image he needed,”
Shepard said. “l was a Navy test pilot at Patuxent
River, Maryland, and it gave me the right image.”
He owned his second Vette, a ’57, when he
was named to the astronaut corps in April 1959.
Shepard’s love of cars came out even in the
exhilaration of his first postflight comments. “A
capsule is like an automobile in one regard: no two
models drive exactly the same way,” he said.
Shepard’s dedication to the Corvette did not
go unnoticed by certain people at General Motors.
Corvette Chief Engineer Zora Arkus-Duntov invited Shepard to Detroit to test drive Vette preproduction models. “While he was here, I used to take
him water skiing out on Lake St. Clair,” said
Duntov.
Duntov also attempted to get GM to give
Shepard a new Corvette. “At first, I met with some
resistance,” said Duntov. “But I was able to offer
him a Corvette engine. But before I could deliver
it to him, GM agreed to give him a whole car.”
That came thanks to the efforts of former
Corvette News editor Joe Pike.
“The morning he made his suborbital flight,
I heard it over the radio on my way to work,” says
Pike. Pike immediately dictated a note to Ed Cole,
who was general manager of Chevrolet at the time,
suggesting that Shepard would be a good candidate to receive a new Corvette. Cole agreed.
Cole’s reaction was something of a surprise,
says Pike, because at the time General Motors
gave no free cars to anyone, including VIPs.
The car Shepard received was a white ’62
model with a stock exterior and an interior that had
been completely redone by Bill Mitchell at Design
Staff. “It was the most deluxe interior you ever
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saw,” said Pike. “It had altimeters, it had everything in it.”
The car was delivered quietly to Shepard
since, among the astronauts, product endorsements
were forbidden.
Before Shepard would accept the car, he
wanted to be certain that no embarrassing publicity
would result.
A few months after the car was delivered, a
photo of the car, with Shepard beside it, appeared
on the cover of Corvette News. But unlike most
magazines, there was no story inside. Just a caption. But in printing the photograph, Pike made his
point: America’s hero drives a Corvette.
Shepard lost his flight status shortly after
Freedom 7 because of an inner ear disorder. Once
that was surgically corrected, however, he was
named commander of Apollo 14. Shepard, an avid
golfer and the only member of the original seven to
reach the Moon, played out of the galaxy’s largest

Personal Recollections

The tension at the Cape was often relieved by
jokes, tricks, and humorous moments. While I
may go over some of them here, I think you
know how serious the bulk of our work was.

For example, you saw a photo of a “sign” made
of space suit cloth that reads “Go Army! Beat
Navy!” that was displayed in space during the
flight of Gemini 12. The story behind it is that
the training and preparation for Gemini 12 took
place just prior to the annual Army-Navy football game. Jim Lovell is a Naval Academy graduate and Buzz Aldrin is a West Point graduate
from the class of [19]51. Buzz wanted to hold up
this sign during his EVA, in front of Jim Lovell’s
hatch window. Buzz asked me to have our Suit
Room make that cloth sign for him. I wasn’t too
keen to do that (even though I too am a West

known sand trap when he hit two golf balls on the
lunar surface.
Jim Rathmann, a Chevrolet and Cadillac
dealer in Melbourne, Florida, arranged for some
other astronauts to drive Corvettes through an
executive lease program.
“I met Al Shepard and Gus Grissom and we
got to talking,” recalled Rathmann. “I asked Mr.
(Ed) Cole if we could set up a brass hat package for
the astronauts. I still have a bunch of invoices on
my desk from those cars.”
The rest of the story is the stuff of which
Corvette legends are made.
***
Want to read more about the early astronauts and
their Corvettes? The complete 7-page article isin
Volume 2 #1.

Point graduate) for two main reasons: First,
nothing was supposed to fly on a mission that
was not previously cleared, approved, and registered; secondly, the chief of the Astronaut
Office, and our boss, was Alan Shepard—a
Naval Academy graduate.

I went along with Buzz’s request and my wife
cut out some letters to be sewn on the cloth.
Buzz rolled up the cloth sign and placed it in his
suit pocket on the day of the launch. Sure
enough, while in space during his EVA, he
pulled it from his pocket and held it against the
hatch window in front of Jim Lovell—a captive
audience.
Chuck Friedlander, former chief of the
Astronaut Support Office, Cape Kennedy
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[From Volume 21 #1]

BEYOND THE ASTRONAUTS

The history of spaceflight is more than just the
stories about the few who have been lucky
enough to fly. As the 1948 movie and later TV
show “Naked City” promoted, “there are eight
million stories in the naked city; this is just one
of them.”

Since its inception, Quest has published articles focused on the contributions made by
largely unheralded individuals who played
critical roles in the space program. Whether it
was the engineers, scientists, politicians,
artists, or nurses, capturing their stories is
important. The range is great and varied—
from a group of deaf men who helped doctors
understand the motion sickness associated
with spaceflight, to the engineers at ground
control, to the people that made the Hubble
repairs possible.

The following introduction appeared in the
Volume 18 #2 issue of Quest, which included
the personal reminiscences of aviation pioneers
Gene Nora Jessen and Jerrie Cobb; two women
within the group called the Mercury 13.
***

The Lovelace Women
by Margaret Weitekamp

Could women endure spaceflight’s anticipated rigors? In 1960 and 1961, Dr. William
Randolph Lovelace II and General Donald
Flickinger, both renowned aeromedical
researchers, wanted to know. Inspired by visions
of orbiting space stations with dozens of inhabitants that would include both men and women,
Lovelace wondered whether women could pass
the medical examinations his Lovelace
Foundation in Albuquerque, New Mexico, had

conducted for the Project Mercury astronaut candidates being considered by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
When Jerrie Cobb, an award-winning pilot,
did pass, Lovelace invited more women, all
pilots, to participate in what he called the
“Woman in Space Program.” Gene Nora
Stumbough [later Jessen], was one of them.
As a young pilot teaching flying at the
University of Oklahoma, she heard about the
project from Wally Funk, who had already taken
the exams, and volunteered. In all, 17 women
took Lovelace’s tests in 1960 and 1961. Thirteen
passed. In 1997, I had the privilege of interviewing Gene Nora Jessen as the first of a dozen oral
history interviews I conducted for my dissertation on Lovelace’s “Woman in Space Program,”
later published as Right Stuff, Wrong Sex (2004).
Her frank assessment and clear recall clarified
several important points about this history that
have often been misunderstood—or sometimes,
misconstrued.
Lovelace’s Woman in Space Program was
privately funded—and never a part of a government or NASA project. Rather, Lovelace’s longtime friend, the famous pilot and businesswoman, Jacqueline Cochran, funded the project’s expenses. Although she too hoped to prove
herself fit enough for spaceflight, age and previous surgeries made that impossible. She later
tried (unsuccessfully) to trade her support of
NASA at House of Representatives subcommittee hearings in 1962 for the space agency’s support for a more comprehensive women’s testing
program.
The women’s tests were never secret.
Although the women who participated were
asked not to publicize their individual experiences at the time, reports of the women’s testing
appeared in newspapers and magazines including LIFE, Parade, and McCall’s. The stories
tapped into contemporary interest in spaceflight
participation. LOOK magazine also published
the story of air racer Betty Skelton’s space-aged
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their taking the tests at all. At a time when
women’s bodies were considered to be fundamentally, biologically, flawed—too complicated
and cyclical to be reliable medical subjects—
Lovelace’s testing took women’s capabilities
seriously.
Although women’s physical abilities had to
be rediscovered over and over in the 20th century, Lovelace’s testing was a harbinger of many
women’s physical achievements to come, including women’s professional sports, military service, and spaceflights. Gene Nora Stumbough
Jessen played a part in that history.
.

About the Author

Margaret Weitekamp, PhD, is a curator at the
National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, in Washington, DC.
***
Interested in the pioneering women of aviation
and space? In addition to Volume 18 #2, check
out the memoirs of Cosmonaut Valentina
Tereshkova (Volume 10 #2) and an interview
with Betty Skelton Frankman, “The Fastest
Woman on Earth” (Volume 23 #3).

Animal Explorers

Over the years, Quest has featured stories
about some nonhuman contributors to the
space program and the scientific and medical knowledge they generated.

This fun photo from the archives appeared
in Volume 21 #1. It was uncovered while
researching images for the Volume 20 #4
article by Jordan Bimm, “Primate Lives in
Early American Space Science.”
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physical testing, done at the magazine’s behest,
in February 1960.
The project’s end revealed a lot about the
time. Having exhausted his own facilities,
Lovelace hoped to continue his investigations at
the Naval Air Station, Pensacola [Florida].
Without a requirement for the women’s testing,
however, Lovelace could not support his project.
Unfortunately for the women, the cancellation
came only days before they were scheduled to
arrive in Florida. As you will read, Gene Nora
Stumbough Jessen had already quit her job. The
project’s attention to sex discrimination two
years before it became illegal. Even as the space
agency narrowed its focus to achieving a lunar
landing by the end of the decade, NASA also had
to answer questions about whether it was practicing sex discrimination. Jerrie Cobb and Jane
Hart testified about the women’s abilities, but the
second wave of the women’s movement in the
United States did not yet exist to support their
efforts.
In recent years, misguided debate about
whether these women could have (or should
have) been NASA astronauts has unfortunately
overshadowed the tremendous significance of

F ROM THE S PECIAL “W HAT I F ?” I SSUE
After two years of planning, Quest in 2019
published a special issue focused on counterfactual histories of the space program. Each
author identified a key moment in the history
of spaceflight—turning points—that impacted all that followed. In doing so, they were
able to illustrate why the event was so important.

Ultimately the issue featured more than a
dozen contributions, including pieces by
award-winning and nominated space historians and policy experts.
Howard McCurdy
James Hansen
Dwayne Day
Christopher Gainor
Matt Bille
Jordan Bimm
Scott Sacknoff

John Logsdon
Roger Launius
Asif Siddiqi
Jim Vedda
Emily Carney
Erika Mauer

The following article (presented in full) was
submitted by Emily Carney, the founder of
the Space Hipsters blog, who considered
what trajectory Gus Grissom’s career might
have taken had he lived.
***

The Magnificent Career of General
Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom:
First Person on the Moon
by Emily Carney

On 27 January 1967, Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom
perished along with crewmates Edward H. White
II and Roger Chaffee when a flash fire broke out in
their Apollo spacecraft during a “plugs out” test at

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station’s Pad 34. But
what if…Grissom and his crew had made it
through the test, and no fire had occurred?

The Anniversary Panel

He’s an old man now, his small frame made
even smaller by the effects of sitting in various aircraft and spacecraft for thousands of hours. But
despite his hunched appearance, his very presence
makes the crowd at the National Air and Space
Museum chatter with excitement. At age 93, his
legs aren’t as supportive as they used to be, so he
walks to the stage linked arm-in-arm with his
younger brother, Lowell.
College kids and Baby Boomers alike crane
their heads and snap pictures on their smartphones
of America’s first lunar landing crew, Air Force
General Virgil I. “Gus” Grissom (the old man still
gets testy when people address him as “Virgil,” so
the panel moderator is advised to “just call me
Gus”), the second person on the Moon, Navy
Captain James Lovell, and command module pilot,
Air Force General Michael Collins. The picture is
a study of contrasts: The reticent, quiet Grissom,
despite being the first to tread the lunar surface,
prefers to give the spotlight to the affable Lovell,
and the bright, verbose CMP Collins. For an hour,
the three discuss their mission, just like they’ve
done for the last fifty years.
At the end of the event, there’s a questionand-answer session. These things usually grate on
Gus’ patience; for decades, he’s been getting the
same questions, such as, “What was it like to pee
on the Moon?” Today though, a young woman,
probably college-age, stands up to be called on by
the panel’s moderator. She asks, “General
Grissom, in the span of your entire career, what do
you consider your finest moment?” This question
has been extended to Gus before, but this time, he
becomes introspective. Maybe it’s age, but he
pauses dramatically.
“Well…let’s discuss my career. It was magnificent,” he says, becoming unexpectedly emo-
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tional for a moment. The old man’s mind, still
sharp, goes back to early 1967.

1967 and 1968

It’s 21 February 1967, and Gus Grissom is on
course to becoming the first human being to fly in
space three times. But Grissom doesn’t care about
records, he cares about results. As he breathes in a
pure oxygen atmosphere on the launchpad, his
mind wanders to memories of Liberty Bell 7, his
first time in space. What began as a nominal, rightdown-the-line suborbital jaunt turned into
moments of horror as he watched his spacecraft
sink following an unexpected blowing of the vehicle’s hatch.
While Grissom thankfully escaped drowning, the capsule was still sitting on the ocean floor.
He was exonerated from liability, but in his mind,
it was not his finest hour, and not the greatest start
to his spaceflight career.
His mind hopes this mission—plagued by
uncertainty about the spacecraft—doesn’t become
the next Liberty Bell 7.
Grissom prays silently, hoping he’s able to
stretch the Apollo 1 spacecraft to its desired fourteen days in Earth orbit. But privately, he’s not so
sure; he’s seen the electrical cabling running perilously around sharp bends, and knows in his heart
this is not a vehicle ready for prime time. He looks
over at his crewmates, first American spacewalker
Edward H. White II and space rookie Roger
Chaffee. They look back at him, feigning a confident alertness, but Grissom sees fear in their eyes.
The Saturn IB rocket lifts off at 7:31 a.m.
Cape Kennedy time from the Air Force Station’s
LC-34. While the launch vehicle performs flawlessly, the crew runs into problems immediately
after reaching low Earth orbit.
Communications from the spacecraft are garbled at best, and Houston’s Mission Control struggles to decipher the crew’s commands and
responses. Within the spacecraft, Grissom’s heart
sinks further. Within two hours of being in orbit,
he knows the crew won’t make it remotely close to
two weeks. He has a nagging bad feeling about the
vehicle, and orders White and Chaffee to stay in
their spacesuits in case they have to make a quick
reentry.

Moments later, Grissom’s worst fears are
realized. Smoke begins to fill the spacecraft; in
addition, the ground is no longer responding, alerting them that communications are down. The normally subdued commander barks at White and
Chaffee to prepare for an emergency reentry.
Once Grissom has ensured that each crew
member is breathing inside their respective pressurized suits, he depressurizes the spacecraft to kill
any ignition source.
This all takes place in a matter of moments.
As Grissom, White, and Chaffee feel the G forces
build up, all they can do is sit, and wait for the
chutes to deploy. This is NASA’s closest brush
with disaster since the previous year’s Gemini 8
mission; the three news channels have stopped
their normal programming, and the faces of Walter
Cronkite and Jules Bergman are sweaty and tense
as they anxiously wait through the communications blackout.
Less than an hour later, the crew bobs among
the waves in the north Atlantic Ocean. They are
shaken by the turn of events, but alive. Luckily, the
world is well aware of their travails—recovery
forces are already deployed relatively close in the
area. Visions of Grissom, White, and Chaffee walking across the deck of the USS Essex are met with
cheers from Mission Control and from relieved
families glued to televisions across the nation.
Grissom returns to Houston and is ambushed
with hugs and tears from his wife, Betty, his sons,
Scott and Mark, and his colleagues. Investigations
follow; Grissom is lauded for his quick thinking
during a potentially deadly emergency, and it is
decided that the Apollo Block I spacecraft will not
be flown again. The capsule is put through a
lengthy redesign process. While the Apollo test
program proceeds with tests of the lunar module
and integrated tests of the Saturn V, the redesigned
Block II spacecraft doesn’t fly until October 1968,
with New Nine astronaut Thomas P. Stafford at the
helm.
During this time, Grissom and colleague
Frank Borman mend fences (the two had previously not gotten along fabulously) and oversee the
redesign. While Grissom is glad that North
American and NASA are finally getting with the
program, he does feel a pang of regret that he was
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unable to carry out the mission as planned. He
wonders when—and if—he will fly again, but
always the professional, he puts his feelings aside
to “do good work.” In the meantime, Grissom also
trains extensively for a lunar mission, flying a
Lunar Landing Research Vehicle on occasion to
prepare for a possible chance at the “lunar lottery.”
In late 1968, he’s pulled aside by head of the
astronaut office, Deke Slayton. They are close
friends, but Grissom doesn’t think their friendship
at all influences his career. On this day, Slayton is
all business: “What do you think about being first
on the Moon?” “Sure,” Grissom says quietly, and
leaves the office.
That’s it. Never much of a talker, America’s
most senior active astronaut accepts his most public role with one short word. Betty didn’t want him
to take the mission—especially given how the previous one nearly ended—but he couldn’t turn this
down.

July 1969

Grissom is back on the launchpad for the
fourth time, this time sitting beside Jim Lovell and
Mike Collins. Slayton originally wanted to pair
Grissom with Buzz Aldrin, but it was clear that the
two were never going to have a great working relationship, so Slayton replaces Aldrin with Lovell
with little fanfare. There have been a few goodnatured jibes at Lovell about “being Navy,” but
overall, the crew gets along beautifully. The F-1
engines roar to life, and on this morning, 16 July
1969, Grissom, Lovell, and Collins are on their
way to make the first lunar landing attempt.
Four days later, Grissom and Lovell are
ready, and the two men separate from command
module United States in the lunar module
American Eagle. Their powered descent is not
without its moments of drama. Grissom’s heart
races as strange alarms—1201 this, 1202 that—go
off. Then, the vehicle’s landing radar tries to take
him toward an area crowded with massive boulders.
Capcom Ron Evans sees that the vehicle is
flying some weird trajectory, and his heart too
races. With moments left and little fuel to spare,
Grissom places the American Eagle down upon
the Sea of Tranquility. He and Lovell gaze at one

another, and then gaze at the sunlit glow coming
from the lunar surface: They’ve made it.
Much of the press and even his colleagues at
NASA have speculated what quiet ol’ Gus would
say when he stepped on the lunar surface. Would
he say something philosophical or moving? Would
he say anything at all? True to character, Grissom
doesn’t make any special comments when he
places his foot into the lunar dust, only remarking
how “fine” it was. The taciturn boy from Indiana
has become the most famous human being in the
world.

1970s and 1980s

The next few months are a whirlwind of
press conferences, appearances all over the world,
and Bob Hope USO shows. Grissom doesn’t normally enjoy “time in the barrel,” but he does well
considering his introversion. He gets all sorts of
job offers from corporate interests, from universities, and even from car companies. But, true to
form, Grissom wants to fly again. By 1972, NASA
is going all in on the Space Shuttle, and Grissom is
going all in on flying it some day. He spends hundreds upon hundreds of hours in increasingly more
complex simulators, intrigued by the idea of
“wings to orbit.”
By 1978, the first Shuttle crews are
announced; Grissom will be the first mission’s
commander, paired with former Manned Orbiting
Laboratory astronaut Colonel Robert Lawrence.
Fast forward to 1979, and Columbia is delivered in
pristine condition to Kennedy Space Center, one of
the Shuttle launch sites (missions will also be
launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base). By
June 1979, Grissom is atop a spacecraft for an
unprecedented fifth time, awaiting launch aboard
Columbia at KSC’s Pad 39A.
He laughs a little nervously, looking over at
Lawrence, who also smiles with some tension in
his eyes. This is the first-ever test launch boasting
two human beings. If it fails, it could spell the end
of NASA. Both men are well aware they’re at the
mercy of two solid rocket boosters for two minutes
of their flight, and their abort options are perilously limited.
OFT-1 launches successfully on 12 June
1979, and ticks off several NASA firsts. Other than
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being the first human-helmed test flight, it also
marks the flight of the then-eldest space traveler
(Grissom is 53), and ushers in a new era of diversity in spaceflight: Lawrence is the first African
American astronaut.
Moreover, Grissom becomes the only astronaut to fly Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and Shuttle.
But the mission isn’t without flaws. The powerful
boosters stressed the orbiter immensely, and upon
reaching orbit and opening the vehicle’s giant
cargo bay doors, the men noticed many aft tiles
missing. This worries the ground too. However,
these fears are squashed when Grissom makes
what he considers the best touchdown of his career
on 14 June 1979. Upon exiting the orbiter, thousands of spectators see Grissom do something very
un-Grissom-like: He punches the air, and loudly
whoops. The mission, despite its problems, is
hailed as a resounding success.
By 1981, Grissom makes a second Shuttle
flight, commanding a Spacelab mission. By this
time, Shuttle flights are seen as “operational” and
“routine,” so his sixth overall spaceflight doesn’t
garner many headlines or television coverage. He
flies the orbiter alongside rookie Robert “Hoot”
Gibson, and the spacecraft’s passengers are a mix
of veteran and rookie fliers, such as MS1 Ed
Gibson (a Skylab astronaut) and European Space
Agency astronaut Wubbo Ockels. No one ever
imagined in 1959 that Grissom would fly to space
with a Dutchman and undertake an “egghead”
solar physics-oriented mission, but the crew meshes together well. The ten-day long mission comes
and ends without much fanfare. By this point,
Grissom is neck-to-neck with John Young, his former “Molly Brown” compatriot, in terms of spaceflight records; Young is awaiting his sixth flight, in
which his crew will deploy the Hubble Space
Telescope.
By 1983, however, Grissom is becoming
increasingly wary of the “push” for more and more
Shuttle flights. In addition, there is talk of putting
a liquid-fueled stage in the Shuttle’s cargo bay for
several interplanetary payloads, which deeply
scares him. He develops that same wary feeling he
had in 1967, when he sat helplessly atop a Saturn
IB in a spacecraft he felt wasn’t ready for flight.
His colleague Young calls the Shuttle-Centaur
missions the “death star” missions. While the men

laugh nervously at the moniker, Grissom knows
Young really isn’t joking.
By this point, Grissom is 57, and has remarried after his marriage to Betty ended in divorce.
He’s tired of playing the space game, and opens up
about this to his buddy and former boss Deke
Slayton, who by now has left NASA to lead a company called Space Services, Inc. Slayton kindly
reminds Grissom that if he ever needs a job, all he
needs to do is pick up the phone and say, “It’s
time.” Within days, Grissom makes the call. In
June 1983, Gus Grissom leaves NASA after a 24year-long career, having made six spaceflights,
one which made him first on the Moon.
Two months later, Slayton and Grissom click
on ABC to watch the latest Shuttle launch from
Vandenberg, the fortieth of the program. Within
seventy seconds, the vehicle is engulfed in what
looks like a horrible conflagration.
Both men look at each other wordlessly and
click off the small black and white TV. Grissom’s
worst fear, again, has come to pass.

2019

Gus, interrupted by the panel moderator,
snaps out of his short reverie. The decades brought
great triumphs and terrible losses; the loss of
Space Shuttle Enterprise over Vandenberg surely
was the worst. But he also missed friends who died
from accidents, illness, and the passage of time:
Slayton in 1993, Young during the previous year.
His eyes misted as he tried to gather his thoughts
and words.
“I would say that none of my spaceflights,
including the one to the Moon, were my finest
moments,” he firmly related.
“My finest role was serving on the
Enterprise Investigation Committee, figuring out
what happened, and how to mitigate future crew
losses.”
After the breakup of the Shuttle over
California in 1983, Grissom because a staunch
advocate for risk mitigation and safety within the
space program. In fact, this became his most vocal
role during his career…one he still fulfills to this
day alongside former NASA colleagues, such as
General Tom Stafford. As NASA looks again at
shooting for the Moon, Grissom acts as a consultant for the space agency, still “talking shop” after
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all these years.
The crowd in the museum erupts in applause
and gives the three old Moon men a standing ovation. Grissom slowly gets to his feet and waves,
and the crowd loves it. He points to the two spacecraft behind him—the Apollo command module
that brought him back from the Moon, and the
weathered Liberty Bell 7 spacecraft, which he personally watched rise out of the ocean on a winch,
almost four decades after he saw it sink.
The old Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and
Shuttle astronaut might have his grumpy moments,
but for today, he thinks these kids are all right. The
panel moderator finishes the presentation with,
“Let’s hear it for the magnificent career of Gus
Grissom!”

Author’s Notes

About the Author

Emily Carney is a spaceflight enthusiast and
author of This Space Available. In 2011, she
founded the Facebook group, Space Hipsters,
which numbers more than 15,000 space enthusiasts, writers, artists, scientists, engineers, aspiring
astronauts, and a few actual astronauts.

***
Proceeds from the special “What If?” issue
(Volume 26 #2) go to SPACE 3.0, a 501(c)(3)
charitable foundation building an endowment to
supporting efforts that preserve space history and
empower entrepreneurs and visionaries.

Credit: NASA

Deke Slayton’s 1994 autobiography, Deke!
(written with Michael Cassutt), states that if
Grissom had survived, he likely would’ve been the
first to walk on the Moon. The accelerated Space
Shuttle program timeline is based on The
Observer’s Book of Manned Spaceflight, written

by Reginald Turnill (published 1978). This piece
was adapted from a 2013 blog post, “Gus Grissom:
Where the Road Would Lead,” which is accessible
via this link: http://space.nss.org/ gus-grissomwhere-the-road-would-lead/
The author wishes to thank Francis French
and Laura Owensby—thank you both for allowing
me to pick your brains.
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T HE C ULTURE OF S PACE
The impact of space can be seen by its integration into popular culture—art, film, photography, and music—and as a reflection of
society. Exploring beyond the Earth has been
an inspiration for artists of all types to
express themselves.
***

Flying for Us: Space Age Milestones
Celebrated in Music
by Colin Fries

From the dawn of the Space Age, tributes
have been set to music honoring real-life astronauts and actual events such as missions and
launches… They celebrate and seek to capture the
flavor of their specific slice of space milestone.
These works have spanned numerous genres,
including country, rock, blues, jazz, and classical.
Although they are outside the scope of this study
because of their comedy and science fiction
themes, the most famous space records were a
product of public interest in the space race. Some
highlights include: Bill Dana as Jose Jimenez,
“The Astronaut,” David Bowie’s “Space Oddity,”
Steve Miller Band’s “Space Cowboy,” Harry
Nilsson’s “Spaceman,” Elton John’s “Rocket
Man,” and The Byrd’s “Mr. Spaceman.”
Those looking for a navigational beacon
through the entire galaxy of space songs are
encouraged to look up “Shooting Rubber Bands at
the Stars” by Darren L. Burnham, Spaceflight,
May 1994 (172-177), and “Space Songs,” Final
Frontier, December 1988 (40-41). However, this
article does not seek to be exhaustive and intends
to focus on the more select group of commemorative recordings.
One of the earliest direct references to a
Space Age event arose from the launch of the first
satellite, Sputnik 1. Rockabilly was an experimental genre and one of the seminal influences on the
musical melting pot that produced rock ’n’ roll.

Almost immediately after the artificial moon was
placed in orbit in October 1957, it was memorialized in song by obscure Southern rockabilly artists
like Lonnie Miley with “Satellite Fever” and Bill
Thomas with “The Sputnik Story.” Though they
were not actual tributes, Sputnik was used as a
metaphor in these songs for an object to be rocked,
dominated, or as a backdrop to adolescent dating
activity. The most famous of these, “Sputnik
(Satellite Girl)” by Jerry Engler and the Four
Ekkos, begins and ends with sound effects of
Sputnik and in a menacing way assures us that:
“We’re goin’ get a kick out a little thing called a
Sputnik ... Flying all around the world, Like a
crazy satellite girl.”1
Though expressing similar sentiments about
rockin’ satellites, “Shake It over Sputnik” by Billy
Hogan met the Russian challenge head-on. It
might have been one of the first songs to tout
America’s superiority and call for a Space Race
with the warning,
Shake it over Sputnik for the U.S. Moon,
Rockin’ round the globe at a terrible pace,
Alabama’s contribution to the conquest of space,
Me and my baby staying out late,
While the Jupiter C bops into space.2

“Alabama’s contribution” was obviously the
Explorer 1 satellite.
The Soviets produced a succession of their
own musical tributes after the 1961 flight of Yuri
Gagarin, the first human in space. Songs with
titles like “The Constellation of Gagarin” and
“Motherland Knows Her Son Is Flying in Orbit”
soon appeared that were targeted to capture the
imagination of the Soviet citizen.
The American patriotism surrounding the
success of John Glenn's Friendship 7 orbital flight
was expressed in popular songs like “The Ballad
of John Glenn” by Roy West and the “The Epic
Ride of John H. Glenn” performed as a recitation
by Walter Brennan with the Johnny Mann Singers
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as. musical backup. It was released as the B side of
the number five pop single, “Old Rivers.” Even
Dave
Brubeck dedicated his jazz album,
Countdown Time in Outer Space, to “Lieut. Col.
John H. Glenn, Jr.”3
The Houston bluesman, Lightning Hopkins,
must hold the record for the quickest musical
response to a space event. After watching the flight
on his landlady's television most of the morning,
Lightning rushed to his recording session.
Having informed his fellow musicians of his intentions, he kicked off with a deeply moody blues.
Fortunately, the guitar amp blew, and while waiting for repairs, he read newspapers articles about
Glenn. The next take came out totally different, as
upbeat and positive as the event he watched on television. He titled it “Happy Blues for John Glenn”
and praised the astronaut for his bravery.
People was all sittin’ this morning
with this on their minds. There
ain’t no man living can go around

the world three times, but John
Glenn done it! Yes he did! He did
it and I’m talkin’ about it. Only he
did it just for fun.4

He also bragged, albeit incorrectly, that Glenn
earned half-a-million dollars for his spaceflight.
So much for heroism and self-sacrifice!
***

The complete 7-page article can be found in
Volume 9 #3.

Want to read more about the culture of space?
Check out artists such as Paul Calle (Volume 16
#1) and Chrystal Jackson (Volume 26 #4); music
(Volume 12 #4); or download Quest’s bibliography at www.spacebusiness.com/Bibliography.xlsx
and choose “Culture” under [Theme] in Column
D, to see a list of all the articles that have appeared.

I NSIGHTFUL BOOK R EVIEWS
Not only do book reviews alert readers to new
releases, they also provide contributors to
Quest the opportunity to expound on and
provide insight to a wider variety of topics.

The following example appeared in Volume
20 #2.
***

The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the
Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of
the Stars
Dava Sobel
Viking, 2016
ISBN: 978-0-670-01695-2
Pages: 336
Price: $30.00, hardcover

Dava Sobel is a name familiar to many readers of this journal. She is a celebrated popular historian of science, especially astronomy, with wellknown books such as Longitude and Galileo’s
Daughter. For her latest work, she decided to tell
the story of Harvard College Observatory (HCO)
between the mid-19th and mid-20th centuries,
when it was notable, among other things, for the
prominent role of women as “computers,”
recorders, observers, and eventually, PhD
astronomers. The book fits with other recent popular and scholarly work recovering the important
contributions of women in mathematical fields like
astronomical and aerospace computing—notably
Margot Lee Shetterly’s book Hidden Figures,
which inspired a movie of the same name that is
entertaining and uplifting, but cavalier with the
facts.
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Unlike that movie, but like Shetterly’s book,
Sobel’s Glass Universe gives a solid, if non-scholarly account of how women toiled in scientific service
positions while men took most of the credit. The
HCO director from 1877 to 1919, Edward C.
Pickering, pursued a program of mapping and classifying stellar spectra through comprehensive photography of the northern and later southern skies.
That produced a massive collection of glass plate
negatives that are now being systematically digitized in Cambridge, Massachusetts. For the tedious
work of examining these plates, Pickering employed
women who were mostly astronomy graduates of
the women’s colleges of the northeastern United
States, like Vassar and Smith, although one of the
first and best, Wilhelmina Fleming, had begun as his
maid. The women were rather poorly paid, but they
had few other professional possibilities, other than
returning to their colleges as instructors. It was considered normal at the time to compensate women
less than men for the same work. Sobel recognizes
the two sides to this question: whether to praise
Pickering for giving opportunities to women scientists that did not exist elsewhere, or to blame him for
exploiting them. She comes down mostly on
Pickering’s side. In part, it is a question of whether
one should apply the standards of one’s own time, or
theirs, in judging historical figures about their treatment of women, or any other disadvantaged group.

Sobel’s strictly chronological narrative highlights some key contributors, notably Henrietta
Swann Leavitt, who discovered the period-luminosity relationship in Cepheid variables so crucial to
measuring cosmic distances, Annie Jump Cannon,
who created the spectral classification system that is
still used today, and Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, who
earned the first Harvard female astronomy doctorate
and discovered that the universe is mostly hydrogen.
For her popular audience, Sobel does not set this
history, which in the first half I found sometimes
less engaging than I hoped, in a broader context of
the history of American astronomy or of women in
science. Nor does she have any notation system,
only comments in the back on sources for each
chapter. But as a readable survey of what Harvard
astronomy was like in this period, and how women
were central to it, it is useful work that will inspire
other women to become scientists.
Michael J. Neufeld
National Air and Space Museum
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, DC

***
To see the hundreds of books Quest has reviewed
over the years, download the bibliography at:
http://www.spacebusiness.com/Bibliography.xlsx
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